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Bugs are prevalent in software systems, and how to eﬀectively manage bugs has been an
important activity in the software development life cycle. For example, in software testing
and maintenance phases, bug report repositories are used for ﬁling bugs and tracking their
status changes; when a bug occurs, automatic techniques can be employed to extract useful
information from failure runs for developers to diagnose the bug. In this thesis, we study
two speciﬁc problems in bug management: duplicate bug report retrieval and bug signature
identiﬁcation. In particular, we focus on how discriminative techniques can be applied to
these two problems.
In a bug tracking system, diﬀerent testers or users may submit multiple reports on the same
bugs, referred to as duplicates, which may cost extra maintenance eﬀorts in triaging and
ﬁxing bugs. In order to identify such duplicates accurately, we propose two approaches.
First, we leverage recent advances on using discriminative models for information retrieval
to detect duplicate bug reports, by considering words in summary and description ﬁelds
with diﬀerent degrees of importance and using learning technique to automatically infer
word importance. Second, we propose an enhanced retrieval function (REP) to measure
the similarity between two bug reports, which fully utilizes the information available in a
bug report including not only the similarity of textual content in summary and description
ﬁelds, but also similarity of non-textual ﬁelds such as product, component, version, etc.. The
case studies show that our technique can identify 71–78% duplicate reports for real-world
software projects by retrieving top-20 similar reports.
The other problem we investigate is identifying bug signatures from a buggy program for
debugging purpose. A bug signature is a set of program elements highlighting the cause or
eﬀect of a bug, and provides contextual information for debugging. In order to mine a sig-
nature for a buggy program, two sets of execution proﬁles of the program, one capturing the
correct execution and the other capturing the faulty, are examined to identify the program
elements contrasting faulty from correct. In this thesis, we adopt the viewpoint that a bug
signature should be (1) inclusive of the cause or the eﬀect of a bug manifestation, and (2)
succinct in its representation.
We ﬁrst investigate mining signatures consisting of control ﬂow information from proﬁles
recording executed basic blocks and branches. Several mining techniques – including graph
mining techniques – have been employed to discover such signatures, with some success.
However, there has not been a clear characterization of good bug signatures. In this thesis,
we take an information theoretic approach to bug signature identiﬁcation. We classify
signatures into various equivalence classes, and devise eﬃcient algorithms for discovering
signatures representative of these equivalence classes.
v
Signatures solely consisting of control ﬂow transitions might be handicapped in cases where
the eﬀect of a bug is not manifested by any deviation in control ﬂow transitions. Thus,
we introduce the notion of predicated bug signature that aims to enhance the predictive
power of bug signatures by utilizing both data predicates and control-ﬂow information. We
also maintain the inclusiveness and succinctness properties of these signatures. Our case
studies demonstrate that the predicated signatures can hint at more scenarios of bugs where
traditional control-ﬂow signatures fail, with fewer program elements.
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Due to complexities of systems built, software often comes with bugs. Software bugs have
caused billions of dollars lost [77]. Fixing bugs is one of the most frequent reasons for software
development and maintenance activities which also amounts to 70 billion US dollars annually
in the United States alone [76].
Figure 1.1: Life Cycle of Bugs
Figure 1.1 shows the the general life cycle of bugs, which can be categorized into 4 steps as
follows.
1. Detect Bugs. Initially, a bug is detected or encountered by bug detection tools, testers
or users. In order to detect bugs at the early stage of software development, multiple
1
techniques have been introduced. Symbolic execution is used to generate test cases in order
to increase the testing coverage, e.g., Klee [16], Dart [28]. Extended static checking such as
ESC-JAVA [26] uses theorem prover to statically ﬁnd bugs in source code annotated with
formal speciﬁcation. Software model checking [36] is also employed to verify bug-freeness of
a program, e.g., the Blast model checker [13] for C programs and JPF [44] for Java.
2. Report Bugs. After bugs are experienced by tools, developers or encountered by end
users, they need to be eﬀectively managed, yet another important issue to be addressed
in software life cycle. In most software projects, bug tracking systems are used for ﬁling
bugs and tracking their status changes, e.g., Bugzilla [14] and JIRA [38]. When an end user
experiences a bug in his/her program run, he/she can ﬁle a report in the system, which is
assigned to a developer later by the system coordinator referred to as a triager.
3. Debug. After receiving the report, the developer starts to diagnose the bug with the
information available in the report, e.g., the steps to reproduce the bug, the execution trace
attached, the environment where the bug manifests itself. As one of the activities in bug
management, debugging is widely known as a painstaking task. It will be preferable if we
can have an automatic technique which is capable of summarizing important information
for a bug from multiple sources, such as failing test cases, content of the bug report, and so
on.
4. Fix. The last step is ﬁxing the bug after the developer ﬁgures out its cause. This step
is usually based on the software requirement and the buggy implementation.
In this thesis, we study two speciﬁc problems in bug management: duplicate bug report
retrieval and bug signature identiﬁcation, as highlighted in Figure 1.1. We brieﬂy describe
these two problems and our proposed resolutions based on discriminative analysis in the
following two subsections.
2
1.1 Duplicate Bug Report Retrieval
In order to help track software bugs and build more reliable systems, bug tracking systems
have been introduced. Bug tracking systems enable many users to report their ﬁndings
in a uniﬁed environment. These bug reports are then used to guide software corrective
maintenance activities and result in more reliable software systems. Via the bug tracking
systems, users are able to report new bugs, track status of bug reports, and comment on
existing bug reports submitted.
Despite the beneﬁts of a bug reporting system, maintaining it can be a challenge. As bug
reporting process is often uncoordinated and ad-hoc, the same bugs could be reported more
than once by diﬀerent users. Hence, there is often a need for manual inspection to detect
whether the bug has been reported before. If the incoming bug report is not reported before
then the bug should be assigned to a developer. However, if other users have reported the
bug before then the incoming bug report will be classiﬁed as duplicate and attached to the
original ﬁrst-reported “master” bug report. This process referred to as triaging often takes
much time. For example, for the Mozilla programmers, it has been reported in 2005 that
“everyday, almost 300 bugs appear that need triaging. This is far too much for only the
Mozilla programmers to handle” [6].
In order to alleviate the heavy burden of triagers, techniques have been developed recently
to automate the triaging process. These mainly fall in either one of the two categories.
The ﬁrst one is automatically ﬁltering duplicates to prevent multiple duplicate reports from
reaching triagers [34]. The second is providing a list of similar bug reports to each incoming
report under investigation [68, 84, 34]; in this case, rather than checking against the entire
collection of bug reports, a triager could ﬁrst inspect the top-k most similar bug reports
returned by the systems. If there is a report in the list that reports about the same bug as
the new one, then the new one is a duplicate. The triager then marks it as a duplicate and
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adds a link between the two duplicates for subsequent maintenance work.
In this thesis, we choose the second approach as duplicate bug reports are not necessarily bad
for debugging. As stated in [10], one report usually does not carry enough information for
developers to comprehend the reported bug, and duplicate reports can usually complement
one another in providing fuller picture of the context where bug occurs.
In order to identify duplicates accurately, we propose two approaches. First, we leverage
recent advances on using discriminative models for information retrieval to detect duplicate
bug reports, by considering words in summary and description ﬁelds in the reports. We apply
learning techniques to automatically infer diﬀerent degrees of importance among these words.
Second, we propose an enhanced retrieval function (REP) to measure the similarity between
two bug reports, which fully utilizes the information available in a bug report including not
only the similarity of textual content in summary and description ﬁelds, but also similarity
of non-textual ﬁelds such as product, component, version, etc..
1.2 Bug Signature Identiﬁcation
In order to eliminate a bug, a developer utilizes all means to identify the location of the
bug, and ﬁgure out its cause. This process is referred to as debugging. Debugging has long
been regarded as a painstaking task, especially when the symptom (or the manifestation) of
a bug does not follow immediately the place where the bug is triggered. For example, a non-
crashing bug produces a wrong output, but the cause may be rooted at the very beginning
of the program. Such scenarios are likely to take developers much time to discover the cause.
In recent years, statistical debugging has been an active research area [70, 9, 29, 21, 48,
47, 39, 1, 2, 8, 65, 67]. It identiﬁes suspicious information observed at runtime of buggy
programs. Next such information serves as a starting point for debugging. A typical way
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of statistical debugging for a buggy program starts with instrumenting the program so that
runtime events can be proﬁled. Such events include executed statements or basic blocks,
conditional branches taken, data predicates evaluated, data-ﬂow information, etc.. Once
instrumented, the buggy program is run against a set of test cases. According to the test or-
acles, all collected proﬁles are then classiﬁed into two sets corresponding to correct and faulty
executions respectively. Then, analysis techniques such as statistics or other suspiciousness
metrics are used to discriminate and rank single runtime events that occur prominently in
the faulty proﬁles, with the assumption that such events are likely manifestation of buggy
executions.
However, being able to identify the location of a bug is typically inadequate for debugging
purpose. As pointed out by Hsu et al. [32] and Parnin et al. [61], in the absence of the
context in which the eﬀect of a bug manifests, developers have little clue about how to
conduct a debugging session.
In this thesis, we opt for bug signature mining. A bug signature is a set of program elements
highlighting the cause or eﬀect of a bug, and provides contextual information for debugging.
Furthermore, we adopt the viewpoint that a bug signature should be
 inclusive of the cause or the eﬀect of a bug manifestation,
 succinct in its representation.
We ﬁrst investigate mining such signatures consisting of control ﬂow information from pro-
ﬁles recording executed basic blocks and branches. Several mining techniques – including
graph mining techniques – have been employed to discover such signatures, with some suc-
cess. However, there has not been a clear characterization of good bug signatures. In this
thesis, we take an information theoretic approach to bug signature identiﬁcation. We clas-
sify signatures into various equivalence classes, and devise eﬃcient algorithms for discovering
signatures representative of these equivalence classes.
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Signatures solely consisting of control ﬂow transitions might be handicapped in cases where
the eﬀect of a bug is not manifested by any deviation in control ﬂow transitions. Thus,
we introduce the notion of predicated bug signature that aims to enhance the predictive
power of bug signatures by utilizing both data predicates and control-ﬂow information. We
also require the inclusiveness and succinctness properties of these signatures. Our case
studies demonstrate that the predicated signatures can hint at more scenarios of bugs where
traditional control-ﬂow signatures fail, with fewer program elements.
1.3 Discriminative Analysis
Our proposed solutions to the two problems above are based on discriminative analysis.
Given two classes of data such that data within a class possesses the same characteristics,
whereas data across diﬀerent classes possesses distinct characteristics, discriminative in-
formation can be informally deﬁned as the essence which makes the two classes diﬀerent.
Discriminative analysis is a technique that explores the two classes of data to discover the
essence to their diﬀerences. The result of such analysis can be further exploited and utilized
to accomplish certain tasks.
Taking the duplicate bug report retrieval problem as an example, we can pair bug reports
in a bug repository to create two classes of data: a class of pairs of duplicate reports,
and a class of pairs of non-duplicate reports. By analyzing and learning the discriminative
information available between the two classes, we can optimize a similarity function which
can give a higher similarity score for pairs of duplicate reports than pairs of non-duplicate
ones. Consequently, this greatly relieves the triager from arduous examination of reports for
duplication.
For the problem of bug signature identiﬁcation, with various inputs, a buggy program can
produce two sets of execution proﬁles recording the program states observed at runtime
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(including control-ﬂow information, variable valuation or both). One exhibits correct be-
havior and the other faulty behavior. The discriminative information of these two sets is the
abnormal program states frequently exhibiting in faulty proﬁles. By identifying the delta
program states, we can better understand the bug, or even ﬁgure out its cause.
The approaches to conducting discriminative analysis may vary with the speciﬁc problems
and the available data. In duplicate bug report retrieval, we employ discriminative models
in machine learning to learn a similarity function, whereas in bug signature identiﬁcation, we
propose a pattern mining algorithm to identify the bug signatures. Although the techniques
are diﬀerent (learning v.s. mining), the concept of utilizing discriminative information is the
same.
1.4 Thesis Outline and Overview
This thesis is organized as below.
In Chapter 2, we investigate the problem of duplicate bug report retrieval, and propose
a discriminative model approach to automatically learning a textual similarity function
from history bug reports. We show that the retrieval accuracy is improved over classical
information retrieval measures, i.e., vector space model.
Chapter 3 introduces an enhanced metric REP to characterize the similarity of two bug
reports for duplicate bug report retrieval. The contribution of this chapter is that REP does
not only consider the similarity of the textual content (i.e., the summary and description of
a report) but also the similarity of the categorial features (e.g., the project, component, and
version of a report).
Chapter 4, describes our technique to mine control-ﬂow-based bug signatures. In this chap-
ter, a bug signature is a set of basic blocks, highlighting the cause or eﬀect of a bug. We
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take an information theoretic approach to bug signature identiﬁcation by classifying sig-
natures into various equivalence classes, and devising algorithms for discovering signatures
representative of these equivalence classes.
In Chapter 5, we introduce the notion of predicated bug signatures for debugging as a
complementary to control-ﬂow-based bug signatures described in Chapter 4. By utilizing
both data predicates and control-ﬂow information, predicated bug signatures can enhance
the predictive power of bug signatures. We also introduce and detail a novel “discriminative
itemset generator” mining technique to generate succinct signatures which do not contain
redundant or irrelevant program elements.
Chapter 6 surveys related work. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, and Chapter 8 discusses
some possible future work.
1.5 Acknowledgement of Published Work
Most of the work presented in this thesis has been published in international conference
proceedings or submitted for review.
 A Discriminative Model Approach for Accurate Duplicate Bug Report Re-
trieval [74]. It was published at the 32nd ACM/IEEE International Conference on
Software Engineering (ICSE’10). The work is presented in Chapter 2.
 Towards More Accurate Retrieval of Duplicate Bug Reports [73]. It was
published at the 26th IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software
Engineering (ASE’11). The work is presented in Chapter 3.
 An Information Theoretic Approach to Bug Signature Identiﬁcation. Cur-
rently under submission. This work is presented in Chapter 4.
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 Mining Succinct Predicated Bug Signatures. It was published at the 9th Joint
Meeting of the European Software Engineering Conference and the ACM SIGSOFT
Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering (ESEC/FSE’13). This work
is presented in Chapter 5.
I have published other papers which are not included in this thesis.
 Constraint-based Automatic Symmetry Detection [90]. This will be published
at 28th IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering
(ASE’13). We present an automatic approach to detecting symmetry relations for
general concurrent models. In this work, we show how a concurrent model can be
viewed as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), and present an algorithm capable
of detecting symmetries arising from the CSP which induce automorphisms of the
model. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the ﬁrst approach that can
automatically detect both process and data symmetries as demonstrated via a number
of systems.
 TzuYu: Learning Stateful Typestates [85]. This will be published at 28th
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE’13).
We propose a fully automated approach to learning stateful typestates by extending
the classic active learning process to generate transition guards (i.e., propositions on
data states). Our evaluation results show that TzuYu is capable of learning correct
stateful typestates more eﬀectively and eﬃciently.
 DRONE: Predicting Priority of Reported Bugs by Multi-Factor Analy-
sis [80]. This was published at 29th IEEE International Conference on Software
Maintenance (ICSM’13). We propose an automated approach to recommending a pri-
ority level for a new bug report based on the information available in the bug report.
Our approach considers multiple factors, temporal, textual, author, related-report,
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severity, and product, that potentially aﬀect the priority level of a bug report. These
factors are extracted as features which are then used to train a discriminative model
via a new classiﬁcation algorithm that handles ordinal class labels and imbalanced
data.
 Mining Explicit Rules for Software Process Evaluation [71]. This was pub-
lished at International Conference on Software and System Process (ICSSP’13). We
present an approach to automatically discovering explicit rules for software process
evaluation from evaluation histories. Each rule is a conjunction of a subset of at-
tributes in a process execution, characterizing why the execution is normal or anoma-
lous. The discovered rules can be used for stakeholder as expertise to avoid mistakes
in the future, thus improving software process quality; it can also be used to compose
a classiﬁer to automatically evaluate future process execution.
 Information Retrieval Based Nearest Neighbor Classiﬁcation for Fine-Grained
Bug Severity Prediction [79]. This work was published at 19th Working Confer-
ence on Reverse Engineering (WCRE’12). We propose a new approach leveraging
information retrieval, in particular BM25-based document similarity function, to au-
tomatically predict the severity of bug reports. Bugs are prevalent in software systems.
Some bugs are critical and need to be ﬁxed right away, whereas others are minor and
their ﬁxes could be postponed until resources are available. Our approach automat-
ically analyzes bug reports reported in the past along with their assigned severity
labels, and recommends severity labels to newly reported bug reports. Duplicate bug
reports are utilized to determine what bug report features, be it textual, ordinal, or
categorical, are important. We focus on predicting ﬁne-grained severity labels, namely
the diﬀerent severity labels of Bugzilla including: blocker, critical, major, minor, and
trivial.
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 Duplicate Bug Report Detection with a Combination of Information Re-
trieval and Topic Modeling [59]. This work was published at 27th IEEE/ACM
International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE’12). It introduces
DBTM, a duplicate bug report detection approach that takes advantage of both infor-
mation retrieval-based features and topic-based features. DBTM models a bug report
as a textual document describing certain technical issue(s), and models duplicate bug
reports as the ones about the same technical issue(s). Trained with historical data
including identiﬁed duplicate reports, it is able to learn the sets of diﬀerent terms
describing the same technical issues and to detect other not-yet-identiﬁed duplicate
ones.
 Improved Duplicate Bug Report Identiﬁcation [81]. This work was published
at 16th European Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering (CSMR’12),
EAR track. Diﬀerent from [74, 73, 59] which retrieve top-k similar reports for each
new report, in this paper we propose a technique to directly classify whether the new
report is duplicate or not.
 Graph-based Detection of Library API Imitation [72]. This paper was pub-
lished at 27th IEEE International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM’11). In
this paper, we propose a novel approach based on trace subsumption relation of data
dependency graphs to detect imitations of library APIs for achieving better software
maintainability. It has been a common practice nowadays to employ third-party li-
braries in software projects. Software libraries encapsulate a large number of useful,
well-tested and robust functions, so that they can help improve programmersąŕ pro-
ductivity and program quality. To interact with libraries, programmers only need to
invoke Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) exported from libraries. However,
programmers do not always use libraries as eﬀectively as expected in their application
development. One commonly observed phenomenon is that some library behaviors
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are re-implemented by client code. Such reimplementation, or imitation, is not just a
waste of resource and energy, but its failure to abstract away similar code also tends
to make software error-prone. We have implemented a prototype of this approach and
applied it to ten large real-world open-source projects. The experiments show 313
imitations of explicitly imported libraries with high precision average of 82%, and 116
imitations of static libraries with precision average of 75%.
 Classiﬁcation of Software Behaviors for Failure Detection: A Discriminative
Pattern Mining Approach [49]. This paper was published at 15th ACM SIGKDD
International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’09). We
address software reliability issues by proposing a novel method to classify software
behaviors based on past history or runs. With the technique, it is possible to generalize
past known errors and mistakes to capture failures and anomalies. Our technique
ﬁrst mines a set of discriminative features capturing repetitive series of events from
program execution traces. It then performs feature selection to select the best features
for classiﬁcation. These features are then used to train a classiﬁer to detect failures.
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Chapter 2
A Discriminative Model Approach for
Duplicate Bug Report Retrieval
In a duplicate bug report retrieval system, when a new report is ﬁled, the system should
return a ranked list of similar reports existing in the repository. Then the triager can
examine these reports to see whether the new report is a duplicate. Apparently, to achieve
better automation and thus save triagers’ time, it is important to improve the quality of
the ranked list of similar bug reports. There have been several studies on retrieving similar
bug reports. However, the performance of these systems is still relative low, making it hard
to apply them in practice. The low performance is partly due to the following limitations
of the current methods. First, all the three techniques in [68, 84, 34] employ one or two
features to describe the similarity between reports, despite the fact that other features are
also available for eﬀective measurement of similarity. Second, diﬀerent features contribute
diﬀerently towards determining similarities. For example, the feature capturing similarity
between summaries of two reports are more eﬀective than that between descriptions, as
summaries typically carry more concise information. However, as project contexts evolve,
the relative importance of features might vary. This can cause the past techniques, which
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are largely based on absolute rating of importance, to deteriorate in their performance.
More accurate results would mean more automation and less eﬀort by triagers to ﬁnd dupli-
cate bug reports. To address this need, we propose a discriminative model based approach
that further improves accuracy in retrieving duplicate bug reports by up to 43% on real bug
report datasets.
Diﬀerent from the previous approaches that rank similar bug reports based on similarity
score of vector space representation, we develop a discriminative model to retrieve similar bug
reports from a bug repository. We make use of the recent advances in information retrieval
community that uses a classiﬁer to retrieve similar documents from a collection[58]. We build
a model that contrasts duplicate bug reports from non-duplicate bug reports and utilize this
model to extract similar bug reports, given a query bug report under consideration.
We strengthen the eﬀectiveness of bug report retrieval system by introducing many more
relevant features to capture the similarity between bug reports. Moreover, with the adop-
tion of the discriminative model approach, the relative importance of each feature will be
automatically determined by the model through assignment of an optimum weight. Conse-
quently, as bug repository evolves, our discriminative model also evolves to guarantee the all
the weights remain optimum at all time. In this sense, our process is more adaptive, robust,
and automated.
We evaluate our discriminative model approach on three large bug report datasets from
large programs including Firefox, an open source web browser, Eclipse, a popular open
source integrated development environment, and OpenOﬃce, a well-known open source rich
text editor. In terms of the range of types of programs considered for evaluation, to the best
of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to investigate the applicability of the approach on diﬀerent
types of systems. We show that our technique could result in 17–31%, 22–26%, and 35–43%
improvement over state-of-the-art techniques [68, 84, 34] in OpenOﬃce, Firefox, and Eclipse
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datasets respectively using commonly available natural language information alone.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
1. We employ in total 54 features to comprehensively evaluate the similarity between two
reports.
2. We propose a discriminative model based solution to retrieve similar bug reports from
a bug tracking system. Our model can automatically assign optimum weight to each
feature and evolve along with the changes of bug repositories.
3. We are the ﬁrst to analyze the applicability of duplicate bug report detection techniques
across diﬀerent sizable bug repositories of various large open source programs including
OpenOﬃce, Firefox, and Eclipse.
4. We improve the accuracy of state-of-the-art automated duplicate bug detection systems
by up to 43% on diﬀerent open-source datasets.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents some background information
on bug reports, information retrieval, and discriminative model construction. Section 2.2
presents our approach to retrieving similar bug reports for duplicate bug report detection.
Section 2.3 describes our case study on sizable bug repositories of diﬀerent open source
projects and shows the utility of the proposed approach in improving the state-of-the-art
detection performance. Section 2.4 discusses some important consideration about our ap-
proach,and ﬁnally, Section 2.5 concludes this chapter.
2.1 Background
In general, duplicate bug report retrieval involves information extraction from and compar-
ison between documents in natural language. This section covers the necessary background
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Table 2.1: Examples of Duplicate Bug Reports
ID Summary
85064 [Notes2] No Scrolling of document content by use of the mouse wheel
85377 [CWS notes2] unable to scroll in a note with the mouse wheel
85502 Alt+<letter> does not work in dialogs
85819 Alt-<key> no longer works as expected
85487 connectivity: evoab2 needs to be changed to build against changed api
85496 connectivity fails to build (evoab2) in m4
and foundation techniques to perform the task in our approach.
2.1.1 Duplicate Bug Reports
A bug report is a structured record consisting of several ﬁelds. Commonly, they include
summary, description, project, submitter, priority and so forth. Each ﬁeld carries a diﬀerent
type of information. For example, summary is a concise description of the bug problem while
description is the detailed outline of what went wrong and how it happened. Both of them
are in natural language format. Other ﬁelds such as project, priority try to characterize the
bug from other perspectives.
In a typical software development process, the bug tracking system is open for testers or
even for all end users, so it is unavoidable that two people may submit diﬀerent reports
on the same bug. This causes the problem of duplicate bug reports. As mentioned in [68],
duplicate reports can be divided into two categories. One describes the same failure, and
the other depicts two diﬀerent failures both originated from the same root cause. In this
chapter, we only handle the ﬁrst category. As an example, Table 2.1 shows three pairs
of duplicate reports extracted from Issue Tracker of OpenOﬃce. Only the summaries are
listed.
Usually, new bug reports are continually submitted. When triagers identify that a new
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report is a duplicate of an old one, the new one is marked as duplicate. As a result, given
a set of reports on the same bug, only the oldest one in the set is not marked as duplicate.
We refer to the oldest one as master and the others as its duplicates.
A bug repository could be viewed as containing two groups of reports: masters and du-
plicates. Since each duplicate must have a corresponding master and both reports are on
the same bug, the bugs represented by all the duplicates in the repository belong to the
set of the bugs represented by all the masters. Furthermore, typically each master report
represents a distinct bug.
2.1.2 Information Retrieval
Information retrieval (IR) aims to extract useful information from unstructured documents,
most of which are expressed in natural language. IR methods typically treat documents as
“bags of words" and subsequently represent them in a high-dimensional vector space where
each dimension corresponds to a unique word or term. In this chapter, we use term and
word interchangeably. The following describes some commonly used strategies to pre-process
documents and methods to weigh terms.
Pre-processing. In order to computerize retrieval task, a sequence of actions should be
taken ﬁrst to preprocess documents using natural language processing techniques. Usually,
this sequence comprises tokenization, stemming and stop word removal. A word token is a
maximum sequence of consecutive characters without any delimiters. A delimiter in turn
could be a space, punctuation mark, etc. Tokenization is the process of parsing a character
stream into a sequence of word tokens by splitting the stream by the delimiters. Stemming is
the process to reduce words to their ground forms. The motivation to do so is that diﬀerent
forms of words derived from the same root usually have similar meanings. By stemming,
computers can capture this similarity via direct string equivalence. For example, a stemmer
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can reduce both “tested" and “testing" to “test". The last action is stop word removal.
Stop words are those words carrying little helpful information for information retrieval task.
These include pronouns such as “it", “he" and “she", link verbs such as “is", “am" and “are",
etc. In our stop word list, in addition to removing 30 common stop words, we also drop
common abbreviations such as “I’m", “that’s", “we’ll", etc.
Term-weighting. TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) is a common
term-weighting scheme. It is a statistical approach to evaluating the importance of a term
in a corpus. TF is a local importance measure. Given a term and a document, in general,
TF corresponds to the number of times the term appears within the document. Diﬀerent






In (2.1), Dall is the number of the documents in the corpus while Dterm is the number of
documents containing the term. Given a term, the fewer documents it is contained in, the
more important it becomes. In our approach, we employ an idf -based formula to weigh
terms.
2.1.3 Building Discriminative Models via SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an approach to building a discriminative model or clas-
siﬁer based on a set of labeled vectors. Given a set of vectors, some belonging to a positive
class and others belonging to a negative class, SVM tries to build a hyperplane that sepa-
rates vectors belonging to the positive class from those of the negative class with the largest
margin. Figure 2.1 shows such kind of a hyperplane built by SVM with the maximum mar-
gin in a two-dimensional space. The resultant model could then be used to classify other
unknown data points in vector representation and label them as either positive or negative.
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Figure 2.1: Maximum-Margin Hyperplane Calculated by SVM in Two-Dimensional Space
In this study, we use libsvm [17], a popular implementation of SVM.
2.2 Approach
Duplicate bug report retrieval can be viewed as an application of information retrieval (IR)
technique to the domain of software engineering, with the objective of improving productivity
of software maintenance. In classical retrieval problem, the user gives a query expressing
the information he/she is looking for. The IR system would then return a list of documents
relevant to the query. For duplicate report retrieval problem, the triager receives a new
report and inputs it to the duplicate report retrieval system as a query. The system then
returns a list of potential duplicate reports. The list should be sorted in a descending order
of relevance to the queried bug report.
Our approach adopts recent development on discriminative models for information retrieval
to retrieve duplicate bug reports. Adapted from [58], we consider duplicate bug report
retrieval as a binary classiﬁcation problem, that is, given a new report, the retrieval process
is to classify all existing reports into two classes: duplicate and non-duplicate. We compute
54 types of textual similarities between reports and use them as features for training and
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classiﬁcation purpose.
The rest of this section is structured as follows: Sub-section 2.2.1 gives a bird’s eye view of
the overall framework. Sub-section 2.2.2 explains how existing bug reports in the repository
are organized. Sub-section 2.2.3 elaborates on how a discriminative model is built. Sub-
section 2.2.4 describes how the model is applied for retrieving duplicate bug reports. Finally,
Sub-section 2.2.5 describes how the model is updated when new triaged bug reports arrive.
2.2.1 Overall Framework
Figure 2.2: Overall Framework to Retrieve Duplicate Bug Reports
Figure 2.2 shows the overall framework of our approach. In general, there are three main
steps in the system, preprocessing , training a discriminative model and retrieving duplicate
bug reports.
The ﬁrst step, preprocessing, follows a standard natural language processing style – tok-
enization, stemming and stop words removal – described in Sub-section 2.1.2. The second
step, training a discriminative model , trains a classiﬁer to answer the question “How likely
are two bug reports duplicates of each other?”. The third step, retrieving duplicate bug
reports, makes use of this classiﬁer to retrieve relevant bug reports from the repository.
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2.2.2 Data Structure
All the reports in the repository are organized into a bucket structure. The bucket structure
is a hash-map-like data structure. Each bucket contains a master report as the key and all
the duplicates of the master as its value. As explained in Sub-section 2.1.1, diﬀerent masters
report diﬀerent bugs while a master and its duplicates report the same bug. Therefore, each
bucket stands for a distinct bug, while all the reports in a bucket correspond to the same bug.
The structure of the bucket is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.3. New reports will also
Figure 2.3: Bucket Structure
be added to the structure after they are labeled as duplicate or non-duplicate by triagers. If
a new report is a duplicate, it will go to the bucket indexed by its master; otherwise, a new
bucket will be created to include the new report and it becomes a master.
2.2.3 Training a Discriminative Model
Given a set of bug reports classiﬁed into masters and duplicates, we would like to build a
discriminative model or a classiﬁer that answers the question: “How likely are two input
bug reports duplicate of each other?”. This question is essential in our retrieval system. As
described in Subsection 2.2.4, the answer is a probability describing the likelihood of these
two reports being duplicate of each other. When a new report comes, we ask the question
for each pair between the new report and all the existing reports in the repository and then
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retrieve the duplicate reports based on the probability answers. To get the answer we follow
a multi-step approach involving example creation, feature extraction, and discriminative
model creation via Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
The steps are shown in Figure 2.4. Based on the buckets containing masters associated
with corresponding duplicates, we extract positive and negative examples. Positive exam-
ples correspond to pairs of bug reports that are duplicates of each other. Negative examples
correspond to pairs of bug reports that are not duplicates of each other. Next, a feature
extraction process is employed to extract features from the pairs of bug reports. These
features must be rich enough to be able to discriminate between cases where bug reports
are duplicate of one another and cases where they are distinct. These feature vectors corre-
sponding to duplicates and non-duplicates are then input to an SVM learning algorithm to
build a suitable discriminative model. The following sub-sections describe each of the steps
in more detail.
Figure 2.4: Training a Discriminative Model
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2.2.3.1 Creating Examples
To create positive examples, for each bucket, we perform the following:
1. Create the pair (master, duplicate), where duplicate is one of the duplicates in the
bucket and master is the original report in the bucket.
2. Create the pairs (duplicate1,duplicate2) where the two duplicates belong to the same
bucket.
To create negative examples, one could pair one report from one bucket with another report
from the other bucket. The number of negative examples could be much larger than the num-
ber of positive examples. As there are issues related to skewed or imbalanced dataset when
building classiﬁcation models (c.f. [49]), we choose to under-sample the negative examples,
thus ensure that we have the same number of positive and negative examples.
At the end of the process, we have two sets of examples: one corresponds to examples of
pairs of bug reports that are duplicates, and the other corresponds to examples of pairs of
bug reports that are non-duplicates.
2.2.3.2 Feature Engineering & Extraction
At times, limited features make it hard to diﬀerentiate between two contrasting datasets: in
our case, pairs that are duplicates and pairs that are non-duplicates. Hence a rich enough
feature set is needed to make duplicate bug report retrieval more accurate. Since we are
extracting features corresponding to a pair of textual reports, various textual similarity
measures between the two reports are good feature candidates. In our approach, we employ
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In (2.2), sim(B1; B2) returns the similarity between two bags of words B1 and B2. The
similarity is the sum of idf values of all the shared words between B1 and B2. The idf value
for each word is computed based on a corpus formed from all the reports in the repository,
which will be detailed further below. The rational why the similarity measure does not
involve TF is that the measure with only IDF yields better performance indicated by Fisher
score which will be detailed in Sub-section 2.4.2, and validated by the experiments.
Generally, each feature in our approach can then be abstracted by the following formula,
f(R1; R2) = sim(words from R1; words from R2) (2.3)
From (2.3), a feature is actually the similarity between two bags of words from two reports
R1 and R2.
One observation is that a bug report consists of two important ﬁelds: summary and description.
So we can get three bags of words from one report, one bag from summary, one from
description and one from both (summary+description). To extract a feature from a pair of
bug reports, for example, one could compute the similarity between the bag of words from
the summary of one report and the words from the description of the other. Alternatively,
one could use the similarity between the words from both the summary and description of
one report and those from the summary of the other. Other combinations are also possible.
Furthermore, we can compute three types of idf , as the bug repository can form three distinct
corpora. One corpus is the collection of all the summaries, one corpus is the collection of
all the descriptions, and the other is the collection of all the both (summary+description).
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We denote the three types of idf computed within the three corpora by idfsum, idfdesc, and
idf both respectively.
The output of function f deﬁned in (2.3) depends on the choice of bag of words for R1, the
choice of bag of words for R2 and the choice of idf . Considering each of the combinations as
a separate feature, the total number of diﬀerent features would be 3 3 3, which is equal
to 27. Figure 2.5 shows how the 27 features are extracted from a pair of bug reports.
Figure 2.5: Feature Extraction: First 27 Features
Aside from considering words, we also consider bigrams – two consecutive words. With
bigrams, considering diﬀerent combinations of bag of words coming from and idf computed
based on summaries,descriptions, or both, we would have another 27 features which would
then bring the number of features extracted to 54.
2.2.3.3 Training Models
Before training, an extra action is taken to normalize the values of all features in the training
set to within the range [-1,1]. This is to avoid the case that some features in the bigger range
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dominate those in the smaller range. We use a standard algorithm to normalize the feature
vectors (c.f. [17]). The same normalization will also be applied when the resultant model is
used for classifying unknown pairs.
We use libsvm [17] to train a discriminative model from the training set. As suggested
by [58], we choose the linear kernel for SVM as it is eﬃcient and eﬀective in performing
classiﬁcation for information retrieval. A typical classiﬁer would only give binary answers;
in our case, whether two bug reports are duplicate or not. We are not interested in binary
answers; rather, we are interested in knowing how likely two bug reports are duplicates. To
do this we enable the probability estimation functionality of libsvm to train a discriminative
model which is able to produce a probability of two bug reports being duplicates of each
other.
2.2.4 Applying Models for Duplicate Detection
When a new report Q arrives, we can apply the trained model to retrieve a list of candidate
reports of which Q is likely a duplicate. The retrieval details are displayed in Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1 returns a duplicate candidate list for a new report. In general, it iterates over all
the buckets in the repository and calculates the similarity between the new report and each
bucket. At last, a list of masters whose buckets have the biggest similarity is returned. In
Line 2, Buckets(Rep) returns all the buckets in the bug repository, andMaster(B) in Line 4
is the master report of bucket B. The algorithm makes a call to Algorithm 2 which computes
the similarity between a report and a bucket of reports. To make the algorithm eﬃcient,
we only keep top N candidate buckets in memory while the buckets in the repository are
being analyzed. This is achieved by a minimum heap of maximum size N . If the size of
Candidates is less than N , new bucket will be directly added. When the size equals to N ,
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Algorithm 1 Calculate Candidate Reports for Q
Procedure ProposeCandidates
Input:
Q: a new report
Rep: the bug repository
N : the expected size of candidate list
Output:
result: a list of N masters of which Q is a likely duplicate
Body:
1: Candidates = an empty min-heap of maximum size N
2: for each bucket B 2 Buckets(Rep) do
3: similarity = PredictBucket(Q;B)
4: Master(B):similarity = similarity
5: add Master(B) to Candidates
6: end for
7: sort Candidates in descending order of ﬁeld similarity
8: return sorted Candidates
if the new bucket whose similarity is greater than the minimum similarity in Candidates,
it will replace the bucket with the minimum similarity; otherwise, the request of adding the
bucket will be ignored by Candidates.
Given a new report Q and a bucket B, Algorithm 2 returns the similarity between Q and
B. This algorithm ﬁrst creates candidate duplicate pairs between Q and all the reports in
the bucket B (Line 2). Each pair is represented by a vector of features, which is calculated
by the function f54. The trained discriminative model is used to predict the probability
for each candidate pair. Finally, the maximum probability between Q and the bug reports
in B is returned as the similarity between Q and B. Reports(B) denotes all the reports
in B. The operation f54(Q;R) returns a vector of the 54 similarity features from the pair
of bug reports Q and R, including 27 features based on single words and 27 features based
on bigrams described in Sub-section 2.2.3.2. The procedure SVMPredict in Line 4 is the
invocation to the discriminative model and it returns a probability in which the pair of
reports the feature vector t corresponds to are duplicates of each other.
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Algorithm 2 Calculate Similarity between Q and a Bucket
Procedure PredictBucket
Input:
Q: a new report
B: a bucket
Output:
max: the maximum similarity between Q and each report of B
Body:
1: max = 0
2: tests = ff54(Q;R)jR 2 Reports(B)g
3: for each feature vector t 2 tests do
4: probability = SVMPredict(t)




As time passes, new bug reports will come and be triaged. This new information could be
used as new training data to update the model. Users could perform this process periodically
or every time after a new bug report has been triaged. In general, such newly created training
data should be useful. However, we ﬁnd that such information is not always beneﬁcial to
us for the following reason: our retrieval model is based on lexical similarity rather than
semantic similarity of text. In another word, if two bug reports refer to the same bug but
use diﬀerent lexical representations, i.e. words, then our retrieval model does not give a high
similarity measure to this pair of bug reports. Therefore, including a pair of duplicate bug
reports that are not lexically similar in the training data would actually bring noise to our
trained classiﬁer. We therefore consider the following two kinds of update:
1. Light update. If our retrieval engine fails to retrieve the right master for a new report
before the triager marks the report as a duplicate, we perform this update. When the
failure happens, the new bug report could syntactically be very far from the master.
For this case, we only perform a light update to the model by updating the idf scores
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of the training examples and re-training the model.
2. Regular update. We perform this update if our retrieval engine is able to retrieve
the right master for the new duplicate bug report. When this happens, the new bug
report is used to update the idf AND to create new training examples. An updated
discriminative model is then trained based on the new idf and training examples.
Via our experiments, we have empirically validated that the above heuristics work eﬀectively
in improving the quality of the model after updating.
2.3 Case Studies
We apply our discriminative model approach to three large bug repositories of open source
projects, OpenOﬃce, Firefox and Eclipse. For comparison purpose, we also implemented
the algorithms in [68, 84, 34] to the best of our knowledge. To evaluate the performance of





(2.4) shows how recall rate is calculated. Ndetected is the number of duplicate reports whose
masters are successfully detected, while Ntotal is the total number of duplicate reports for
testing the retrieval process. Given a candidate list size, the recall rate can be interpreted
as the percentage of duplicates whose masters are successfully retrieved in the list. In terms
of this measure, the result shows that our approach can bring remarkable improvement over
the other three approaches.
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2.3.1 Experimental Setup
In our experiment, we used the bug repositories of three large open source projects: the
Eclipse project, the Firefox project and the OpenOﬃce project. Among the three projects,
Eclipse is a popular open source integrated development environment written in Java; Firefox
is a well-known open source web browser written in C/C++, and OpenOﬃce is an open
source counterpart of Microsoft Oﬃce.
These three projects are from diﬀerent domains, written in diﬀerent languages and used by
diﬀerent types of users. Thus, carrying out the experiment on them helps to generalize our
conclusions. On top of that, all of the three projects have large bug repositories so as to
provide ample data for an evaluation. We selected a subset of each repository including
both defect reports and feature requests within a period of time to set up an experimental
bug set in our study. Speciﬁcally, we use the bug report set submitted to OpenOﬃce in year
2008 (including 12,732 bug reports), the bug report set of Eclipse in year 2008 (including
44,652 bug reports) to evaluate our approach. Furthermore, to study how our training based
approach works in the long run (in case the property of bug reports change over time), we
further evaluated our approach on the whole bug report set of Firefox (including 47,704
bug reports submitted since Firefox was started in 2002) before June 2007 as a long-run
evaluation set.
Table 2.2: Summary of Datasets




OpenOﬃce Jan/02/2008–Dec/30/2008 100/3160 529/9572
Firefox Apr/04/2002–Jul/07/2007 100/962 3207/46359
Eclipse Jan/02/2008–Dec/30/2008 100/4265 1913/40387
Table 2.2 gives the details of the three datasets. We refer to the time period of the datasets as
Time Frame, as the second column Time Frame displays. To run our approach, we select the
ﬁrst M reports of which 100 reports are duplicates as training set to train a discriminative
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model. The third column of Training Reports in the table shows the ratio of duplicates and
all reports in the training set. Besides of serving as a training set in our approach, those M
reports are also used to simulate the initial bug repository for all experiment runs.
Selecting reports within a time frame introduces a problem. If a duplicate report r1 is within
the time frame while its master is not, then r1 is not detectable as its master is not in the
dataset, which will only decrease the recall rate. For this case, we simply re-mark r1 as non-
duplicate. However, there is a more complex case. Suppose there are two or more duplicate
reports on the same bug within the frame while their common master is excluded from the
dataset. If we still simply mark them as non-duplicate, we will lose two or more duplicates.
So in this case, we ﬁrst make the oldest report roldest become the master report, and then
mark the others as duplicates of roldest.
2.3.2 Experimental Details and Result
We evaluate the performance of our approach as compared to previous techniques over the
three datasets. The previous approaches come with a parameter setting corresponding to
the weight being assigned to the words from the summary and those from the description
of the bug reports. They consider two weights, one is: equal weight between the summary
and description, second is: summary carries double weight.
Also, in the three approaches, they consider a non bucket-based retrieval, where relevant
bug reports are retrieved rather than relevant buckets. As one bucket contains bug reports
corresponding to the same bug, we believe it is best to consider bucket-based retrieval.
Report-based retrieval could potentially return more than one report referring to the same
bug in the list of candidate duplicate bug reports causing redundant eﬀort for the triager.
Also, in [84], the authors use both IR and execution trace to detect duplicate reports. As
execution trace is hard to get for existing reports and especially for our large datasets, we
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only compare based on textual summary and description of the bug reports.
In the three datasets, training reports are used as initial bug repository. They are also
used to construct the training set and further to build a discriminative model. At each
experimental run, we iterate over the testing reports in chronological order. Once reaching a
duplicate report R, we apply the corresponding technique to get a top N list of R’s potential
master reports. After each detection is done, we record the result whether R’s master is
detected successfully for future recall rate calculation, and then add R to the repository.
After the last iteration is over, the recall rates for diﬀerent top list size are calculated.
Figure 2.6 shows the experiment results of the seven runs on the three datasets. In the
ﬁgure, the horizontal axis is the top N list’s size, and the vertical axis is the recall rate;
J stands for [34], R stands for [68] and W is [84]. Suﬃx -1 or -2 represents weighing
summaries 1 or 2. O corresponds to our approach. From the three sub ﬁgures, we can easily
come to the ﬁrst conclusion that our technique brings evidence of improvement. We have
17–31% relative improvement in OpenOﬃce dataset, 22–26% in Firefox dataset and 35–43%
in Eclipse dataset. The second conclusion is that manually empirically weighing summaries
for traditional IR techniques can help improve limited performance as the six curves near
the bottom of each sub ﬁgure are very close to one another.
Compared to other six runs, the improvement achieved in our run is due to (1) the 54
similarity features to comprehensively measure how similar two reports are (2) and the
use of discriminative model to automatically assign weights to each feature to discriminate
duplicate reports from non-duplicate ones, which is rigorous and has theoretical support
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Figure 2.6: Recall Rates Comparison between Various Techniques
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2.4 Discussion
This section will ﬁrst discuss issues related to runtime overhead, followed by the rationale
behind the choice of the 54 similarity scores as features rather than other types of similarity
scores.
2.4.1 Runtime Overhead
There is no free lunch. With the big increase of recall rates, the runtime overhead of our
detection algorithm is also higher than past approaches. In the largest dataset Firefox in the
experiment run of our approach, the initial cost to detect a duplicate report is one second.
However, as the training set continually grows and the repository gets increasingly large,
the detection cost also increases over time. When the experiment considers detecting the
last duplicate bug report, the cost becomes one minute.
The major overhead is due to the fact that we consider 54 diﬀerent similarity features
between reports. In contrast, previous studies [68, 84] consider the similarity between sum-
mary+description and summary+description, and [34] considers the similarity between sum-
mary and summary, and the similarity between description and description. The runtime
overhead is higher at the later part of the experiment as the number of bug report pairs in
the training set is larger. Consequently, SVM will need more time to build a discriminative
model.
However, a higher runtime overhead does not mean that this approach is not practical. In
fact, it is acceptable for real world bug triaging process for two reasons. First, we have
experimented with real world datasets. The dataset from Firefox spans from April 04, 2002
to July 07, 2007 and contains more than 47,000 reports in total. For an active software
project, considering reports in one-year frame is enough as bug reports are usually received
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for new software releases. Although the Eclipse dataset with 44652 reports is within one-
year time frame, it contains multiple sub-projects, which means that it can be split into
smaller datasets. Second, new bug reports do not come every minute. In our three datasets,
the average frequency of new report arrival for OpenOﬃce is 1.5 reports/hour, the one for
Firefox is 1 report/hour, and the one for Eclipse is 5 reports/hour. Therefore, our system
still has enough time to retrain the model before processing a new bug report.
2.4.2 Feature Selection
Feature selection is the process to identify a set of features which can bring the best clas-
siﬁcation performance. A commonly used metric for feature selection is Fisher score [64],
deﬁned in the following formula,
Fr =
Pc





where ni is the number of data examples in class i, i is the average feature value in class
i, i is the standard deviation of the feature value in class i, and  is the average feature
value in the whole dataset. Assume xij is the attribute value for the jth instance in class i,















The higher the Fisher score the better is the feature for classiﬁcation.
In our approach, we use 54 idf -based formulas to calculate similarity features between two
bug reports. One might ask why tf or tf  idf measures are not used in the formulas. The
reason to choose an idf -only solution is that this setting yields the best performance during
our empirical validation. To further demonstrate that idf is a good measure, we replace the
idf measure in the 54 features with tf and tf  idf measure respectively. We then calculate
the Fisher score of each of the 54 features using idf , tf , and tf  idf . The results on Eclipse
dataset shows that idf -based formulas outperform tf -based and (tf  idf)-based formulas
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in terms of Fisher score. This supports our decision in choosing the idf -based formulas as
feature scores.
2.5 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we consider a new approach to detecting duplicate bug reports by building
a discriminative model that answers the question “Are two bug reports duplicates of each
other?”. The model would report a score on the probability of A and B being duplicates.
This score is then used to retrieve similar bug reports from a bug report repository for
user inspection. We have investigated the utility of our approach on 3 sizable bug reposito-
ries from 3 large open-source applications including OpenOﬃce, Firefox, and Eclipse. The
experiment shows that our approach outperforms existing state-of-the-art techniques by a




Towards More Accurate Retrieval of
Duplicate Bug Reports
In this chapter, we show an alternative approach with the goal of improving the accuracy
of existing techniques. With a more accurate technique, triagers could be presented with
better candidate duplicate bug report lists which would make his/her job easier.
Our approach is built upon BM25F model which is studied not long ago in the information
retrieval community [66, 88]. BM25F is meant for facilitating the retrieval of documents
relevant to a short query. In duplicate bug report detection, given a bug report (which is
a rather lengthy query), we would like to retrieve related bug reports. We extend BM25F
model to better ﬁt duplicate bug report detection problem by extending the original model
to better ﬁt longer queries.
Studies in [68, 74, 75] process only natural language text of the bug reports to produce a
ranking of related bug reports. In this study we consider not only text but also other features
that are available in BugZilla, e:g:, the component where the bug resides, the version of the
product, the priority of the report. Wang et al. also include execution traces as information
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to predict duplicate bug reports [84]. We do not use execution traces in this study as they
are hard to get and are often unavailable in typical bug reports.
We evaluate our approach on several large bug report datasets from large open source
projects including Mozilla, a software platform hosting several sub-projects such as Firefox
browser and Thunderbird email client, Eclipse, a popular open source integrated develop-
ment environment, and OpenOﬃce, a well-known open source rich text editor. For Eclipse
we also consider a larger dataset that includes 209,058 bug reports. In terms of the types
of programs and the number of bug reports considered for evaluation, to the best of our
knowledge, our study is larger than any existing duplicate bug report detection studies in
the literature. We show that our technique could result in 10–27% relative improvement in
recall rate@k and 17-23% in mean average precision over state-of-the-art techniques [74, 75].
We summarize our contributions as follows:
1. We propose a new duplicate bug report retrieval model by extending BM25F . We
engineer an extension of BM25F to handle longer queries.
2. We make use of more information, that is easily available in bug tracking system
(BugZilla), as compared to existing studies that rank bug reports. We use not only
textual content of bug reports but also other categorial information including priority,
product version, etc.
3. We are the ﬁrst to analyze the applicability of duplicate bug report detection techniques
on a total of more than 350,000 bug reports across bug repositories of various large
open source programs including OpenOﬃce, Mozilla, and Eclipse.
4. We improve the accuracy of state-of-the-art automated duplicate bug detection tech-
niques by 10-27% in recall rate@k (1  k  20) and 17-23% in mean average precision.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents some background information
on duplicate bug reports, duplicate bug reports retrieval, BM25F and the optimization of
ranking functions. Section 3.2 presents our approach to retrieve similar bug reports for
duplicate bug report detection. Section 3.3 describes our case study on more than 350,000
bug reports to show the utility of our proposed approach in improving the accuracy of
existing approaches,and ﬁnally, Section 3.4 concludes this chapter.
3.1 Background
3.1.1 Duplicate Bug Reports
A bug report serves multiple functions. It is used to ﬁle bugs, propose features and record
maintenance tasks. A bug report consists of multiple ﬁelds. The ﬁelds in diﬀerent projects
may vary to some extent, but in general they are similar. Table 3.1 lists the ﬁelds of interest
to us in OpenOﬃce bug reports. Fields summary and description are in natural language
text, and we refer to them as textual features, whereas the other ﬁelds try to characterize
the report from other perspectives and we refer to them as non-textual features or categorial
features.
Table 3.1: Fields of Interest in an OpenOﬃce Bug Report
Field Description
Summ Summary: concise description of the issue
Desc Description: detailed outline of the issue, such as what is the issue and how it
happens
Prod Product: which product the issue is about
Comp Component: which component the issue is about
Vers Version: the version of the product the issue is about
Prio Priority: the priority of the report, i:e:; P1, P2, P3,   
Type Type: the type of the report, i:e:, defect, task, feature
In a software project, its bug tracking system is usually accessible to testers and even to all
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end users. Once a bug manifests, people can submit a bug report depicting the detail of the
bug. However multiple reports from diﬀerent submitters may correspond to the same bug,
which causes the problem of duplicate bug reports. In this situation, the triager needs to
label the duplicate reports as duplicate and add a link to the ﬁrst report about the bug. We
refer to the ﬁrst report as master and the other duplicate ones as duplicate.
Table 3.2 shows three pairs of duplicate reports in Issue Tracker of OpenOﬃce with the ﬁelds
in Table 3.1. The description of each report is not shown as it is long. As we can see, the
two reports in each pair are similar in not only the summary ﬁeld but also other ﬁelds. For
example, the second pair has the same component, priority and type, and adjacent version
in chronological order. This observation motivates us to consider these categorial features
for duplicate bug report retrieval.
3.1.2 BM25F
BM25F is an eﬀective textual similarity function for structured document retrieval [66, 88].
A structured document is composed of several ﬁelds (e:g:; summary and description in a
bug report) with possibly diﬀerent degrees of importance. Given a document corpus D of
N documents, each document d consists of K ﬁelds, and the bag of terms in the f -th ﬁeld
can be denoted by d[f ] where 1  f  K.
The deﬁnition of BM25F is based on two components. The ﬁrst is the inverse document
frequency (IDF) deﬁned in (3.1), which is a global term-weighting scheme across documents,




where Nd is the number of documents containing the term t.

































































































































































































































































































































































wf  occurrences(d[f ]; t)
1  bf + bflengthfaverage_lengthf
(3.2)
For each ﬁeld f , wf is its ﬁeld weight; occurrences(d[f ]; t) is the number of occurrences of
term t in ﬁeld f ; lengthf is the size of the bag d[f ], average_lengthf is the average size of
the bag d[f ] across all documents in D, and bf is a parameter (0  bf  1) that determines
the scaling by ﬁeld length: bf = 1 corresponds to full length normalization, while bf = 0
corresponds to term weight not being normalized by the length. (Length normalization of
term weights is to mitigate the advantage that long documents have in retrieval over short
documents.)
Based on the two components above, given a query q which can be a bag of words or a
document, the BM25F score of a document d and q is computed as follows,
BM25F (d; q) =
X
t2d\q
IDF (t) TFD(d; t)
k1 + TFD(d; t)
(3.3)
In (3.3), t is the shared term occurring in both d and q, and k1 (k1  0) is a tuning parameter
to control the eﬀect of TFD(d; t). There is a set of free parameters to tune for BM25F to
work most eﬀectively for a certain document corpus, i:e:, wf and bf for each ﬁeld f , and k1.
With K ﬁelds, there are (1 + 2K) parameters in total. The following section introduces a
technique available in information retrieval area to tune these parameters.
3.1.3 Optimizing Similarity Functions by Gradient Descent
This section brieﬂy introduces an optimization technique in [78] based on stochastic gradient
descent to tune parameters in a similarity function.
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A function sim(d; q) computes a similarity score between a document d and a query q,
and has a vector of n free parameters hx1; x2;    ; xni. In order for sim() to perform most
eﬀectively for a document corpus, we need a training set to tune the n parameters in sim().
In the training set, each instance is a triple (q; rel; irr), where q is a query, rel is a document
relevant to q, and irr is an irrelevant document. Ideally, sim(d; q) should give a higher score
to (rel; q) than to (irr; q), namely sim(rel; q) > sim(irr; q).
In [78], Taylor et al. use a simpliﬁed version of RankNet cost function RNC presented in [15]
to measure the cost of the application of sim(d; q) on a training instance I = (q; rel; irr).
RNC(I) = log(1 + eY ) where Y = sim(irr; q)  sim(rel; q)
Lower RNC value means more accuracy of sim(), whereas higher value represents less
accuracy of sim(). Intuitively, the RNC value for a training instance is large if the re-
trieval function sim() fails to rank the two documents rel, irr in the correct order, that is,
sim(irr; q) > sim(rel; q).
The whole optimization of sim() is a process of minimizing the cost function RNC for each
training instance, and the minimization is achieved by iteratively adjusting free parameters
in sim() via stochastic gradient descent.
Algorithm 3 Simpliﬁed Parameter Tuning Algorithm
TS: a training set
N : the times to iterate through TS
: the tuning rate – a small number such as 0.001
1: for n = 1 to N do
2: for each instance I 2 TS in random order do
3: for each free parameter x in sim() do




Algorithm 3 displays a simpliﬁed version of the tuning algorithm. Generally, the algorithm
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iterates through the training set N times, where N is provided by the user. At each time,
for each training instance I, the algorithm adjusts each free parameter x to x = x    
@RNC
@x (I). This adjustment is controlled by a small coeﬃcient ( > 0) and
@RNC
@x – the
partial derivative of RNC with respect to the free parameter x. In principle, the iterative
adjustment of the value of x enables the latter to progress towards the minimum of RNC.
For a textbook treatment on gradient descent, please refer to [56].
3.2 Approach
Our approach consists of three aspects. First we aim to improve the accuracy of textual
similarity measures specially for bug reports. Thus we extend BM25F – a successful measure
in information retrieval area, by considering the weight of terms in queries. Second in order
to enhance the accuracy of duplicate bug report retrieval, besides textual ﬁelds we try to take
better advantage of the other kinds of information available in bug reports. Therefore we
propose a new retrieval function which is a linear combination of similarities of textual and
categorial features. Furthermore, to enable the retrieval function to work most eﬀectively
on a certain bug repository, we optimize it by performing gradient descent on a training set
extracted from the bug repository. The following sections describe these aspects respectively.
3.2.1 Extending BM25F for Structured Long Queries
BM25F is designed for short queries, which usually have no duplicate words. For example,
the queries in search engines are usually of fewer than ten distinct words. However, in the
context of duplicate bug report retrieval, each query is a new bug report. The query is
structured as it is with a short summary and a long description, and it can sometimes be
as long as more than one hundred words. We believe these two characteristics of bug report
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queries – structural and long – can further enhance the retrieval performance of BM25F , so




IDF (t) TFD(d; t)
k1 + TFD(d; t)
WQ
where WQ =
(k3 + 1) TFQ(q; t)





wf  occurrences(q[f ]; t) (3.5)
In (3.4), for each shared term between a document d and a query q, its weight contains two
components: one is the product of IDF value and term weight in d inherited from BM25F ;
and the other is the term weight in query q – WQ. WQ is derived from the query term
weighting scheme of unstructured retrieval function Okapi BM25 [52], and it involves weight
from the query computed by TFQ deﬁned in (3.5). The free parameter k3(k3  0) is to
control the contribution of the query term weighting, for example, if k3 = 0, then the query
term contributes no weight as WQ becomes always equal to 1 and BM25Fext is reduced to
BM25F . WQ is monotonically increasing and concave with k3, upper-bounded by TFQ .
In (3.5), the weight of a term is the aggregation of the product of wf – the weight of ﬁeld f ,
and the number of occurrences of t in q[f ]. Diﬀerent from TFD deﬁned in (3.2), there is no
length normalization of query terms as retrieval is being done with respect to a single ﬁxed
query.
Compared to BM25F , BM25Fext has an additional free parameter k3, thus given documents
with K ﬁelds, BM25Fext has (2 + 2K) free parameters.
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3.2.2 Retrieval Function
From the three pairs of duplicate reports shown in Table 3.2, we note that duplicate reports
are similar not only textually in summary and description ﬁelds but also in the categorial
ﬁelds such as product, component, priority, etc: To capture this observation, given a bug
report d and a query bug report q, our retrieval function REP(d; q) is a linear combination




wi  featurei (3.6)
Each weight represents the degree of importance of its corresponding feature. If a feature
is good at distinguishing similar reports from dissimilar ones, its weight should be larger
than those features with weaker distinguishing power. Figure 3.1 shows the deﬁnitions of
the seven features, which can be classiﬁed into two types:
Textual Features. The ﬁrst feature deﬁned in (3.7) is the textual similarity between two
bug reports over the ﬁelds summary and description computed by BM25Fext . The second
feature deﬁned in (3.8) is the same as the ﬁrst one, except that the ﬁelds summary and
description are represented in bigrams. (A bigram consists of two consecutive words.)
Categorial Features. The rest ﬁve features are categorial features: the features 3–5 are
based on the equality of the ﬁelds product, component and type; whereas the sixth and seventh
features are the reciprocal of the distance between two priorities or versions respectively.
The retrieval function REP in (3.6) has 19 free parameters in total. For the ﬁrst and second
features, as we compute similarities over two ﬁelds summary and description, (namely K = 2
in BM25Fext), each feature has (2 + 2  2) = 6 free parameters. Also, we have a weight
for each of the 7 features in (3.6), thus overall REP has (2  6 + 7) = 19 free parameters.
Table 3.3 lists all these parameters. The next section discusses how we tune these parameters
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feature1(d; q) = BM25Fext(d; q) //of unigrams (3.7)
feature2(d; q) = BM25Fext(d; q) //of bigrams (3.8)
feature3(d; q) =
(















1 + jd:prio  q:prioj (3.12)
feature7(d; q) =
1
1 + jd:vers  q:versj (3.13)
Figure 3.1: Features in the Retrieval Function
for REP to gain good retrieval performance for a certain bug repository.
3.2.3 Optimizing REP with Gradient Descent
The parameter tuning for REP is based on gradient descent. In this work, we do not follow
our previous approach using linear kernel SVM to optimize REP , although REP is a linear
combination of features. The reason is that SVM is able to infer the feature weights w1–w7
but cannot tune the free parameters inside the ﬁrst and second features which are based on
BM25Fext , such as k1 and k3. However, similar to SVM, the optimization technique used
in this chapter is also a discriminative approach, as parameters are tuned by contrasting
similar pairs of reports against dissimilar ones.
Performing gradient descent also needs a training set. In the following, we ﬁrst discuss how
to construct a training set in a suitable format for our algorithm from a set of bug reports,
and then detail our training algorithm.
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Table 3.3: Parameters in REP
Param Description Init Example
w1 weight of feature1 (unigram) 0.9 1.163
w2 weight of feature2 (bigram) 0.2 0.013
w3 weight of feature3 (product) 2 2.285
w4 weight of feature4 (component) 0 0.032
w5 weight of feature5 (report type) 0.7 0.772
w6 weight of feature6 (priority) 0 0.381
w7 weight of feature7 (version) 0 2.427
wunigramsumm weight of summary in feature1 3 2.980
wunigramdesc weight of description in feature1 1 0.287
bunigramsumm b of summary in feature1 0.5 0.703
bunigramdesc b of description in feature1 1 1.000
kunigram1 k1 in feature1 2 2.000
kunigram3 k3 in feature1 0 0.382
wbigramsumm weight of summary in feature2 3 2.999
wbigramdesc weight of description in feature2 1 0.994
bbigramsumm b of summary in feature2 0.5 0.504
bbigramdesc b of description in feature2 1 1.000
kbigram1 k1 in feature2 2 2.000
kbigram3 k3 in feature2 0 0.001
3.2.3.1 Creating Training Set
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the training set is a set of training instances of the form
(q ; rel ; irr), where q is a query bug report, rel is a duplicate report of q, and irr is a report
on a diﬀerent bug.
Algorithm 4 lists the procedure to construct a training set from a repository. Generally, in
each bucket of the repository, it pairs two reports as a relevant query-document pair (q ; rel)
at line 5 and 6. Next in line 7–10, it randomly chooses N reports which are not duplicate of
the current bucket as irrelevant documents, and lastly pairs the relevant pair against each
of the N reports to form N training instances. In our case studies, we set N to 30.
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Algorithm 4 Constructing a Training Set from a Repository
1: TS = ;: resultant training set
2: N > 0: parameter controlling the size of TS
3: for each bucket B in the repository do
4: R = {B:master} [ B:duplicates
5: for each report q in R do
6: for each report rel in R–fqg do
7: for i = 1 to N do
8: randomly choose a report irr s:t: irr =2 R







To apply gradient descent, for each parameter x in REP , we manually derive @RNC@x – the
partial derivative of RNC with respect to x.
Next, we initialize each parameter with a default value. For parameters in BM25Fext , we use
recommended default values for parameters of BM25F from information retrieval area. For
example, for a lengthy ﬁeld, its b should be big to perform length normalization, whereas for
a short ﬁled its b is supposed to be small. Thus we instantiate bsumm = 0:5 and bdesc = 1.
Based on our previous experience in [74], the terms in summary are usually three times as
important as those in description, and hence we initially set wsumm = 3 and wdesc = 1.
The column Init in Table 3.3 shows these initial values used in our case studies. Given
a training set, we start the tuning by calling the procedure in Algorithm 3. The column
Example in Table 3.3 displays a set of example values we get after tuning for OpenOﬃce.
The tuned value for a parameter may vary with a diﬀerent initial value, but it does not aﬀect
the retrieval performance much as the tuning algorithm coordinates and adjusts all the free
parameters towards the optimal. Algorithm 5 lists the optimization process in detail.
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Algorithm 5 Tuning Parameters in REP
1: initialize free parameters in REP with default values
2: ﬁx k1 and set k1 = 2 in feature1 and feature2
3: ﬁx k3 and set k3 = 0 in feature1 and feature2
{tune unﬁxed parameters: w1–w7, b, wsumm and wdesc}
4: call Algorithm 3 with N = 24 and  = 0:001
5: unﬁx k3, ﬁx b, wsumm and wdesc in feature1 and feature2
{tune unﬁxed parameters: w1–w7, k3.}
6: call Algorithm 3 with N = 24 and  = 0:001 again
Following the analysis in [66][78], tuning the weights of summary and description ﬁelds is
redundant to tuning k1. Thus, we ﬁx k1 to an arbitrary value i:e:, 2 and let the tuning
algorithm tune the remaining parameters for k1 = 2. Diﬀerent from BM25F , BM25Fext has
one more parameter k3 that determines the scaling of term weights in queries. Tuning it is
also redundant to tuning the weights of summary and description to some extent. Hence
instead of tuning all these parameters together, we tune the parameters in two rounds:
1. In the ﬁrst round in line 3–4, we ﬁx k3 in feature1 and feature2 to 0, and tune the
other parameters.
2. In the second round in line 5–6, we unﬁx k3, ﬁx all the other parameters in feature1
and feature2 to their current values, and start tuning the rest of unﬁxed parameters
including w1–w7 and k3.
In addition to avoiding redundant tuning, we enjoy another beneﬁt from the two-round
tuning. As we ﬁx k3 to 0 in the ﬁrst round, the BM25Fext in feature1 and feature2 is
reduced to BM25F . All its partial derivatives except the one with respect to k3 become
equal to those of BM25F respectively. Therefore in our implementation, we use the ones of
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Figure 3.2: Eﬀectiveness of BM25Fext Compared to BM25F in Recall Rate
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3.3 Case Studies
We have built a prototype1 to validate the eﬀectiveness of the extension to BM25F and
our new retrieval function, and have applied it to the bug repositories of three large open
source projects, OpenOﬃce, Mozilla and Eclipse. The experiments simulate the real-world
bug triaging process, that is, for each duplicate report, we use the proposed techniques to
retrieve a list of top similar master reports from the bug repository. The evaluation of the
retrieval performance is measured by two metrics, recall rate@k and mean average precision
(MAP). By ﬁxing the size of the top list to k, recall rate@k deﬁned in (3.14) measures the
fraction of duplicate reports whose masters are successfully detected in the retrieved top-k






MAP is a single-ﬁgure measure of ranked retrieval results independent of the size of the top
list. It is designed for general ranked retrieval problem, where a query can have multiple
relevant documents. However, duplicate bug report retrieval is special as each query (dupli-
cate report) has only one relevant document (master report), thus MAP in our case studies
is reduced to the simpliﬁed form in (3.15). For the complete form, please refer to [53]. Given
a set Q of duplicate reports, for each duplicate, the system continually retrieves masters in
descendent order of similarity until the right master is retrieved, and records its index in the









1Both implementation and dataset are available online at (http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~suncn/ase11/)
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where indexi is the index where the right master is retrieved for the i-th query. Higher
MAP means that for each duplicate the retrieval system can return the right master at a
higher place in the ranked result list, saving triagers’ time on checking if a new report is a
duplicate, and on ﬁnding its associated master report.
Our case studies serve as two purposes: the ﬁrst is to validate the eﬀectiveness of BM25Fext
over BM25F ; the second is to compare the retrieval performance of the proposed retrieval
function REP , our previous retrieval model based on SVM [74], and the work by Sureka
and Jalote in [75].
3.3.1 Experimental Setup
We used the bug repositories of three large open source projects: OpenOﬃce, Mozilla and
Eclipse. OpenOﬃce is an open source counterpart of Microsoft Oﬃce. Mozilla is a commu-
nity hosting multiple open source projects such as the famous web browser Firefox, email
client Thunderbird. Eclipse is an extensible multi-language software development environ-
ment written in Java. These three projects are diverse in terms of purposes, users and
implementation languages, thus help generalizing the conclusions of the experiments on
them.
We extracted four report datasets from them by choosing reports submitted within a period
of time T . In particular, we created two datasets from Eclipse: one is for reports submitted
in 2008, whereas the other is for reports submitted from the beginning of Eclipse project
to 2007. The reason to create the latter larger one2 is that Sureka and Jalote used this
dataset in their work [75] and we intend to compare with theirs using the same benchmark.
Furthermore, this dataset spans a long time and is extremely large, hence it can further
validate our technique across a long period of time.
2We download this dataset from (http://msr.uwaterloo.ca/msr2008/challenge/)
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These reports include all defect reports, maintenance tasks and feature requests. Each
duplicate report has been labeled as duplicate by triagers and linked to its master. This
information is used to test the retrieval and to measure the performance, i.e., extracting
duplicates to construct a training set, picking a duplicate to retrieve a top-k similar masters,
and determining whether a master is the correct master of a duplicate. Since our retrieval
function (i:e:, (3.6)) involves the order of versions, we manually recovered the chronological
order of all the versions for OpenOﬃce by searching the release date of each version on the
internet. We did not do this for the other datasets due to diﬃculty but we believe that it
should be easy for project members to get and maintain such version order. For the other
datasets, we just assume that all reports have the same version.
Table 3.4 details the four datasets. Our case studies follow the approach used in past studies
on duplicate bug report retrieval [74, 84, 68, 34]. We selected the ﬁrst M reports in the
repository (based on chronological order) of which 200 reports are duplicates as training set
to tune the parameters in the retrieval function REP . The column Training Reports displays
the ratio of duplicates and all reports in the training set. Besides serving as a training set
in our approach, those M reports are also used to simulate the initial bug repository for all
experimental runs. The rest of the duplicates are used for testing the retrieval process, shown
in column Testing Reports. At each experimental run, we iterate through the testing reports
in chronological order. Once reaching a duplicate report R, we apply the corresponding
technique to retrieve R’s potential master reports until its right master is received. After
each retrieval is done, we record the index of R’s master in the top list for recall rate@k and
MAP calculation, and then add R to the repository. After the last iteration is done, the
recall rate for diﬀerent sizes of the top list and MAP are calculated.
The prototype was implemented in C++, and all experiments were carried on a Linux
PC with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU 3.0GHz and 8GB memory. Since the training set is
constructed randomly (c:f: Algorithm 4), and the gradient descent also involves randomness
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(c:f: Algorithm 3), we repeated all experiments ﬁve times and take the average values for
our analysis and conclusion.
3.3.2 Eﬀectiveness of BM25Fext
In this experiment, we aim to validate the eﬀectiveness of BM25Fext over BM25F . To ensure
fairness, we only involve textual similarity on summary and description in our experiment,
and omit the use of any categorial features. Figure 3.2 shows the curve of the recall rate@k
of the two similarity measures on the four datasets. On each dataset for each diﬀerent size
of the top-k result list, BM25Fext performs constantly better than BM25F and it gains
4%–11%, 7%–13%, 3%–6% and 3%–5% relative improvement over BM25F on OpenOﬃce,
Mozilla, Eclipse and Large Eclipse datasets respectively. Moreover, Table 3.5 shows the
mean average precision of the two metrics, and the last row is the relative improvement
by BM25Fext over BM25F , which is up to 10.68%. Based on the large set of testing query
duplicates – 40,071 in total, we conclude that in the context of duplicate bug report retrieval,
BM25Fext is more eﬀective than BM25F .
Table 3.5: MAP of BM25Fext and BM25F
OpenOﬃce Mozilla Eclipse Large Eclipse
BM25Fext 45.21% 46.22% 53.21% 44.22%
BM25F 41.92% 41.76% 51.06% 42.25%
Relative Impro. 7.86% 10.68% 4.20% 4.66%
3.3.3 Eﬀectiveness of Retrieval Function
We evaluate the performance of our new retrieval function REP against previous techniques,
including our previous work based on support vector machine [74] and a recent work using
character n-gram-based features by Sureka and Jalote in [75]. We apply both our previous
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Figure 3.3: Comparison with Our Previous Approach
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Table 3.6: MAP of REP-V REP-NV and SVM
OpenOﬃce Mozilla Eclipse Large Eclipse
REP-V 48.63% – – –
REP-NV 47.03% 47.71% 53.96% 46.73%
SVM 39.54% 39.79% 46.09% –
Relative Impro. 22.99% 19.91% 17.20% –
overhead, our previous technique on Large Eclipse is not able to complete despite running
for two days, thus there is no result for this experimental run. For the work by Sureka and
Jalote, they do the evaluation on the Large Eclipse dataset. We compare our result with
the accuracy results reported in their paper.
Figure 3.3 shows the recall rate of REP and our previous technique on the four datasets.
In the ﬁgure, SVM represents our previous technique, REP-V stands for the REP retrieval
function with version information considered, and REP-NV is the REP without version
information considered. As mentioned before, we only recovered the chronological order of
versions for OpenOﬃce, therefore only applied REP-V to OpenOﬃce. From Figure 3.3a, we
can see that REP-V can improve the recall rate over REP-NV by 2–4%. In Figure 3.3d, only
the performance of REP-NV is shown, as running of SVM experiences time-out. Overall, the
new retrieval function outperforms SVM 14–27% in OpenOﬃce dataset, 10–26% in Mozilla
dataset and 12–22% in Eclipse dataset. Table 3.6 displays the MAP of each experimental
run. The last row is the relative improvement brought by REP over SVM.
In [75], Sureka and Jalote randomly selected 1100 duplicate reports to test their approach and
reported that recall rate @10 was 21%, @20 was 25% and @2000 was 68%. We experimented
on the same dataset, Large Eclipse, and we tested all the 27,295 duplicate reports to avoid
randomness, which we believe can produce more reliable result. The recall rate@1 is 37% and
@20 is 71%. We can thus safely conclude that our technique improves upon past techniques
in recall rate@k
Aside from the performance improvement, REP also signiﬁcantly reduces the runtime com-
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pared to our past approach that uses SVM [74]. Table 3.7 displays the time needed to ﬁnish
an experiment run for each dataset.
Table 3.7: Overhead of SVM and REP (in seconds)
OpenOﬃce Mozilla Eclipse Large Eclipse
REP 139 1603 277 7037
SVM 3408 19411 4267 > 2 days
3.4 Chapter Conclusion
In this work, we improve the accuracy of duplicate bug retrieval in two ways. First, BM25F
is an eﬀective textual similarity measure which is originally designed for short unstructured
queries, and we extend it to BM25Fext specially for lengthy structured report queries by
considering weight of terms in queries. Second, we propose a new retrieval function REP
fully utilizing not only text but also other information available in reports such as product,
component, priority etc: A two-round gradient descent contrasting similar pairs of reports
against dissimilar ones, is adopted to optimize REP based on a training set.
We have investigated the utility of our technique on 4 sizable bug datasets extracted from
3 large open-source projects, i:e:, OpenOﬃce, Firefox and Eclipse; and ﬁnd that both
BM25Fext and REP are indeed able to improve the retrieval performance. Particularly,
the experiments on the four datasets show that BM25Fext improves recall rate@k by 3–13%
and MAP by 4–11% over BM25F . For retrieval performance of REP , compared to our
previous work based on SVM, it increases recall rate@k by 10–27%, and MAP by 17–23%;
compared to the work by Sureka and Jalote [75], REP performs with recall rate@k of 37–





An Information Theoretic Approach
to Bug Signature Identiﬁcation
In order to eliminate a bug, a developer utilizes all means to identify the location of the
bug, and ﬁgures out its cause. This process is referred to as debugging. Debugging has long
been regarded as a painstaking task, especially when the symptom (or the manifestation) of
a bug does not follow immediately the place where the bug is triggered. For example, a non-
crashing bug produces a wrong output, but the cause may be rooted at the very beginning
of the program. Such scenarios are likely to take developers much time to discover the cause.
Being able to identify the location of a bug is typically inadequate for debugging purpose.
As pointed out by Hsu et al. [32] and Parnin et al. [61], in the absence of the context in which
the eﬀect of a bug manifests, developers have little clue about how to conduct a debugging
session. To illustrate this, we consider a concrete example presented in Figure 4.1. This piece
of code is extracted from a buggy program print_tokens in Siemens benchmarks. Among
other things, the code illustrates the actions required when next_st is 32. Speciﬁcally,
this buggy code assumes that a delimiter will be read when next_st is 32, and proceeds
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1 token get_token(token_stream tstream_ptr ){
2      
3 switch(next_st) {
4 default : break;
5 case 6 :
6      
7 case 16 :
8 /*(-)BUG: case 32 should be put AFTER case 25
9 at line 23!*/
10 case 32 :
11 ch=get_char(tstream_ptr ->ch_stream );
12 if(check_delimiter(ch)== TRUE) {
13 token_ptr ->token_id=keyword(next_st );
14 unget_char(ch,tstream_ptr ->ch_stream );
15 token_ptr ->token_string [0]=’\0’;
16 return(token_ptr );
17 }
18 unget_char(ch ,tstream_ptr ->ch_stream );
19 break;
20 case 19 :
21      
22 case 25 :
23 /*(+)Correction: case 32 should be HERE!*/
24 token_ptr ->token_id=(special(next_st );
25 token_ptr ->token_string [0]=’\0’;
26 return(token_ptr );
27      
28 }
29      
30 }
Figure 4.1: Code Snippet of print_tokens with a Bug at Line 10
to call function keyword(). Unfortunately, the correct intention of this program is that a
non-delimiter will be read and processed when the next_st is 32, and an alternate function
special() should be invoked. Thus, the rightful place for putting the case label case 32 should
be around line 22, rather than line 10.
The bug can be tracked during program execution when next_st is assigned the value 32
and the character read and stored in ch is not a delimiter. Here, a good bug signature should
highlight line 10, where case 32 is evaluated to true, and line 18, where ch is not a delimiter
and the incorrect call to function unget_char is made. This signature is depicted graphically
in Figure 4.2, highlighted in the bold path.
A typical way to produce a bug signature for a buggy program starts with instrumenting the
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Figure 4.2: Bug Signature of Figure 4.1 (the Bold Path)
program so that runtime events can be proﬁled. Such events include executed statements or
basic blocks, conditional branches taken, data predicates evaluated, data-ﬂow information,
etc.. Once instrumented, the buggy program is run against a set of test cases. According
to the test oracles, all collected proﬁles are then classiﬁed into two sets corresponding to
correct and faulty executions respectively. Then, analysis techniques such as statistics or
other suspiciousness metrics are used to discriminate and rank runtime events/patterns that
occur prominently in the faulty proﬁles, with the assumption that such events/patterns are
manifestation of buggy executions.
As the bug investigation setting is rather general, bug localization can be challenging, es-
pecially logical bugs. It is not always possible to automatically produce a bug signature
that clearly manifests the presence of a bug. Nevertheless, an ideal bug signature that aids
developers in their debugging process should possess the following two properties:
Inclusiveness It should contain the root cause of the bug or as much context as possible
in which the bug manifests its eﬀect.
Succinctness Its representation should be as succinct as possible.
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Here, an inclusive representation implies that all possible bug manifestations (found in the
faulty proﬁles) have been identiﬁed, and a succinct representation implies no redundant
information.
Note that these two properties do not complement each other when describing a bug signa-
ture. It will be easy to expand the coverage of more program lines to incorporate the possible
cause and eﬀect of a signature; but doing so will impair the succinctness of the signature,
as there will be excessive information in the signature that requires further ﬁltering by the
developers.
In the literature, RAPID developed by Hsu et al. [32] is the ﬁrst system that aims at dis-
covering bug signatures. It employs BIDE sequence mining algorithm [83] to obtain longest
subsequences in faulty execution traces. As such, bug signatures uncovered can be exces-
sively long. Observing that a long (sub-)sequence from a trace can contain repeated calls
from a loop, Cheng et al. propose to take in both correct and faulty sequences of execu-
tions, coil these sequences into graphs, referred to as software behavior graphs, and perform
discriminative sub-graph mining to discover bug signatures [18]. LEAP algorithm [86] is em-
ployed for sub-graph mining. While the resulting graph-based signatures are more succinct
than subsequences, LEAP does not aim to yield minimal graphs. Furthermore, identifying
common sub-graphs from multiple software behavior graphs entails checking for subgraph
isomorphism, which is NP-complete making the algorithm expensive. In order to mitigate
the high overhead, LEAP employs several unsound heuristics to prune search space, which
do not guarantee to always output inclusive signatures. This is evidenced from the bug
signature mined by LEAP in Figure 4.3 for the motivating example of Figure 4.1.
This signature is neither inclusive nor succinct. It contains only one faulty basic block
highlighted in blue bold text – a part of the expected signature, and three basic blocks in
other functions which are irrelevant to the bug.
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Figure 4.3: Signature Identiﬁed by Leap
In this chapter, we present an information theory approach to bug signature identiﬁcation,
with the aim to provide sound information-theoretic principles for assessing the quality of
signatures.
By considering bug signatures as sets of control-ﬂow transitions, our theory leads to clear
partitioning of all bug signatures into equivalence classes. This partitioning is based on
two sets of respectively correct and faulty proﬁles and the measurement of discriminative
signiﬁcance that signiﬁes the degree of prominence of a signature in faulty proﬁles. The
theory allows identiﬁcation of the discriminative level of signatures which are both inclusive
and succinct. It also induces an eﬃcient algorithm for signature discovery through the
employment of the minimum description length principle used in itemset mining task [45].
we develop a new bug signature mining algorithm, code-named MBS, to support this eﬀort.
We conducted experiments to assess two aspects of the entire process:
1. the eﬀectiveness of bug signatures thus produced in assisting debugging activities
2. the eﬃciency of bug signature mining and its scalability to large programs
The empirical result shows signiﬁcant improvement – in comparison with related work – in
both the accuracy of the bug signatures produced (with relative improvement up to 1578%,
and the time eﬃciency of the mining task 225–2939 times faster.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 prepares the readers for understanding
the graphical perspective of bug signatures. Section 4.2 presents an information theory for
identifying and classifying bug signatures. Section 4.3 describes the corresponding approach
to bug signature mining, and Section 4.4 details our experiments to assess the eﬀectiveness
and eﬃciency of this new approach to bug signature identiﬁcation. We provide a qualitative
assessment of our approach in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes this chapter.
4.1 Preliminaries
This section introduces the notations and preliminary concepts necessary for formulating
bug signatures.
In this work, we assume that the eﬀect of a bug during program execution can be manifested
by abnormal control ﬂow; ie., the presence of a bug causes program control to ﬂow to an
unexpected program point. This assumption holds for a wide range of bugs, especially those
that cause control to choose diﬀerent control branches. Thus, given two sets of respectively
correct and faulty executions exhibiting control ﬂow information, we can detect control ﬂow
abnormality caused by buggy executions by determining prominent discrimination between
faulty and correct executions.
We elect to represent such abnormal control ﬂow information, and the execution proﬁles in
general, in graph format. This succinct representation will fold iterations of loop executions
into a single loop in the graph, thus signiﬁcantly reducing proﬁle sizes. In such a graph,
vertices represent executed basic blocks and edges represent ﬂow of control between basic
blocks at runtime. A proﬁle can have three types of edges:
1. transit edge represents the transition between basic blocks within a method,
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2. call edge represents a method call from the calling block to the ﬁrst block of the called
method, and
3. return edge represents the function return from the last block of the called method to
the calling block.
Formally, we deﬁne a proﬁle to be a software behavior graph consisting of at least one edge,
as follows,
Deﬁnition 1 (Software Behavior Graph). A software behavior graph is a directed labeled
graph which is a 5-tuple G = (V;E;B; T; l), where
 V is a set of vertices
 E  V  V is a set of edges
 B is a set of basic blocks
 T is the set of edge types ftransit ; call ; returng
 l : V [ E ! B [ (B  B  T ) is an injective function assigning labels to vertices and
edges. A vertex is assigned with a basic block, and an edge (s; t) is assigned with a
tuple (l(s); l(t); e) such that e 2 T .
Through this chapter, we use the terms “software behavior graph” and “graph” interchange-
ably. Given a graph g, we use V (g) and E(g) to denote respectively all vertices and edges
of g. Figure 4.4 shows ﬁve partial software behavior graphs with edge labels omitted. The
dashed edges stand for the rest of the graph. Figure 4.4a is the static control ﬂow graph
(CFG) of the motivating example in Figure 4.2, and the number in each vertex corresponds
to the basic block identiﬁer in Figure 4.2. The other four graphs represent one failure proﬁle
and three correct proﬁles.
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For presentation sake, a graph can be denoted by the set of edges it has. Thus, the graph
in Figure 4.4(c) is denoted by f(1; 2); (2; 3)g.
A proﬁle can be simulated by traversing over a subgraph of the static control ﬂow graph of
the buggy program. Thus, a proﬁle can be perceived as a subgraph of the static CFG; this
subgraph relation is formally deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2 (Subgraph Isomorphism). Given graphs g and g0, a subgraph isomorphism is
an injective function f : V (g)! V (g0), s.t.,
 8v 2 V (g). l(v) = l0(f(v)),
 8(s; t) 2 E(g).
(f(s); f(t)) 2 E(g0) ^ l(s; t) = l0(f(s); f(t))
The graph g is a subgraph of g0 if g is subgraph isomorphic to g0, denoted as g v g0. Specially,
g < g0 , g v g0 ^ g 6= g0.
In Figure 4.4, the proﬁles (b), (c), (d) and (e) are all subgraphs of the CFG (a).
(a) CFG (b) Fail (c) Pass 1 (d) Pass 2 (e) Pass 3
Figure 4.4: Static CFG and Four Proﬁles
Let G be the class of software behavior graphs, and C = f+; g be a set containing two
labels: positive and negative. A dataset D consisting of n labelled proﬁles is denoted as
f(g1; c1),    ,(gi; ci),    , (gn; cn)g. Each labelled proﬁle is a tuple (g; c), where g 2 G is
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the graph representing an execution proﬁle and c 2 C indicates the success of the execution
outcome, i.e., pass or failure. For convenience, we deﬁne two ﬁltering functions + and   for
a set of proﬁles S,
S+ = f(g; c)j(g; c) 2 S ^ c = +g
S  = f(g; c)j(g; c) 2 S ^ c =  g
For example, D+ or D  denotes all the correct or faulty proﬁles in D respectively.
Lastly, we deﬁne a projection from a graph to a dataset.
Deﬁnition 3 (Graph Projection and its Support). A function ' : G ! 2D is a graph
projection if for any graph g 2 G, '(g) returns a set of labelled proﬁles, to which g is
subgraph isomorphic:
'(g) = f(g0; c)j(g0; c) 2 D ^ g v g0g
The positive and negative supports of g are deﬁned as the respective number of positive and
negative proﬁles containing g, sup+(g) = j'(g)+j and sup (g) = j'(g) j. We write the
support of g as a pair of a positive and a negative numbers (+p; n) where p = sup+(g)
and n = sup (g).
4.2 Bug Signature Formulation
In a debugging session, a developer typically runs the buggy program step by step to ﬁnd
the deviation of the program states from the expected states. These delta states help the
developer understand the bug. In this work, the correct proﬁles are treated as traversals of
expected program states, and the faulty ones contain deviations arising from triggering of
bugs. Consequently, a bug signature is a subgraph, and a good bug signature should highly
correlate with the faulty proﬁles but rarely appear in the correct proﬁles. We refer to this
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ability of a bug signature to diﬀerentiate faulty proﬁles from correct ones as discriminative
signiﬁcance.
4.2.1 Discriminative Signiﬁcance
A subgraph is deemed discriminative if it can be used to distinguish one class of proﬁles
from the other. The signiﬁcance of a discriminative graph is typically measured by the
notion of information gain (IG) [63]. Let D be a proﬁle dataset. Given a subgraph g 2 G,
its information gain is high if it appears frequently in one class of proﬁles, whereas rarely in
the other. Let p = sup+(g), n = sup (g), then the information gain of g can be deﬁned in
Equation 4.1,
IG(p; n) = H(jD+j; jD j)  p+ njDj H(p; n) 
jDj   (p+ n)
jDj H(jD
+j   p; jD j   n) (4.1)
where











This deﬁnition of IG is symmetric in that it does not distinguish between a subgraph that is
highly correlated with correct proﬁles from one that is highly correlated with failure proﬁles:
both subgraphs carry high information gains. In the context of bug detection, however,
we are only interested in subgraphs which are highly correlated with failure executions.
Hence, we leverage the notion of information gain to deﬁne the following new discriminative
signiﬁcance measure (also called DS-score):
DS (p; n) =
8>><>>:






4.2.2 Equivalence Classes of Bug Signatures
We use the notion of discriminative signiﬁcance to classify all bug signatures. Firstly, we
deﬁne the notion of maximally discriminative bug signature in terms of its discriminative
signiﬁcance value.
Deﬁnition 4 (Maximally Discriminative Signature). Given a proﬁle dataset D, a bug sig-
nature g 2 G is maximally discriminative if
g = argmaxg2G DS (sup
+(g); sup (g))
Take the proﬁle dataset in Figure 4.4 as an example, which contains one failure and three
correct proﬁles. It has three maximally discriminative bug signatures, all projected on the
same subset of the proﬁle dataset, and thus with the same DS score of 0.811278. They
are named sig1, sig2 and sig3 respectively, and are depicted in Figure 4.5. All of them are
contained only in the faulty execution and not the correct proﬁles, namely their supports are
(+0; 1). The last signature (sig3) also shows that a signature can be a disconnected graph.
Notation-wise, we can express the correlation between signatures and the faulty execution
as follows:
8i 2 f1; 2; 3g; sig i ) faulty
(a) sig1 (b) sig2 (c) sig3
Figure 4.5: Three Maximally Discriminative Signatures
A graph projection ' induces an equivalence relation that enables partitioning of the set of
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bug signatures G into equivalence classes.
Theorem 4.2.1. Given a proﬁle dataset D, and a graph projection ' onto D, the set of all
bug signatures G can be partitioned into equivalence classes by ' such that for each partition
S of bug signatures, 8g1; g2 2 S : '(g1) = '(g2) ^ 8g 2 G:'(g) = '(g1)) g 2 S.
Intuitively, each bug signature in an equivalence class ec is contained in the same set of
proﬁles, and for any subgraph g which is contained in exactly the same set of proﬁles, g is
also in this equivalence class. For instance, the three bug signatures in Figure 4.5 all fall in
the same equivalence class.
For convenience, we use the notation '(ec) to represent the set of proﬁles containing any
element of ec. Expressing it as a formula, an equivalence class can be interpreted as follows
for bug understanding: _
g2ec
g ) faulty
Table 4.1 shows all the equivalence classes in the four proﬁles shown in Figure 4.4 sorted in
the descending order of discriminative signiﬁcance. Each row records an equivalence class
with four columns. The ﬁrst column lists some of the signatures in the class. (Except the
ﬁrst equivalence class, not all signatures in a class are listed; those omitted will be explained
later.) The second '(ec) is the set of proﬁles associated with (ie., containing) this class.
For example, fb; cg represent the proﬁles shown in Figure 4.4b and Figure 4.4c. The third
column is the support information and the last shows the discriminative signiﬁcance of each
class.
The objective of bug signature discovery is to determine “good” equivalence classes of bug
signatures that can best assist in locating the bug. However, not all bug signatures in a
class need to be discovered. For instance, the maximally discriminative equivalence class in
our running example contains three signatures, sig i, for i 2 f1; 2; 3g. sig1 contains as much
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Table 4.1: Equivalence Classes of Figure 4.4
Signatures '(ec) Support DS
ff(1; 2); (2; 4)g; f(1; 2); (4; 5)g; fbg (+0; 1) 0:811278
f(1; 2); (2; 4); (4; 5)gg
ff(2; 4)g; f(4; 5)gg fb; eg (+1; 1) 0:311278
ff(1; 2)gg fb; cg (+1; 1) 0:311278
ff(1; 2); (2; 3)gg fcg (+1; 0) 0
ff(6; 2); (2; 3)gg fdg (+1; 0) 0
ff(6; 2); (2; 4)g; f(6; 2); (4; 5)gg feg (+1; 0) 0
ff(2; 3)gg fc; dg (+2; 0) 0
ff(6; 2)gg fd; eg (+2; 0) 0
information as sig2 and sig3 combined, and either one of these two sets of information can
represent the entire equivalence class.
In the literature, sig1 signiﬁes the biggest signature in the equivalence class, and sig2 and
sig3 the smallest signatures in the equivalence class. The former is termed closed signature,
and the latter is called signature generators. In general, there can be many other signatures
that are neither closed nor generators in the equivalence class.
We elect to represent an equivalence class by its set of generators due to their relatively
smaller sizes than other representations. We call them succinct signatures, and formally
deﬁne it as follows:
Deﬁnition 5 (Succinct Signature). A signature g is succinct if there is no g0 < g such that
'(g) = '(g0).
With this deﬁnition, we can ignore signature sig1 and use sig2 and sig3 to represent the
equivalence class. For each equivalence class occurring in Table 4.1 (except the class in the
top row), we only list down the respective succinct signatures in the equivalence class and
ignore all other signatures. Formally, an equivalence class ec can now be interpreted as:
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_
g2ec ^ g succinct
(g)) faulty (4.3)
4.3 Approach
We formulate the task of signature discovery as one that identiﬁes some of the topmost
discriminative equivalence classes of signatures. Formally,
Deﬁnition 6 (Top-k Bug Signatures). Given a set of proﬁles D and an integer k > 0, the




Intuitively, the identiﬁcation of top-k discriminative bug signature is an optimization prob-
lem to ﬁnd subgraphs representing equivalence classes with top-k discriminative signiﬁcance
score in the proﬁle dataset D. Computationally, this optimization problem is solved by graph
mining technique, which requires heavy use of subgraph isomorphism as a basic step (eg.,
[42, 57, 87]). As the complexity of subgraph isomorphism is known to be NP-complete, in
their work that discovers discriminative subgraphs as signatures via graph mining [18], the
authors employ a bag of heuristics to prune search space and cut short subgraph exploration,
taking a toll on the quality of signatures produced.
In our work, we soundly reduce bug signature discovery to an edge-set mining task, based
on an observation that in the context of bug signature mining, subgraph isomorphism is
equivalent to the subset inclusion relation, which has much lower complexity.
In addition, we ensure that complete representation of equivalence classes (with high dis-
criminative signiﬁcance scores) are mined. Speciﬁcally, inspired by a generator mining algo-
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rithm [45], we mine the full set of succinct signatures that represents an equivalence class,
without compromising on the quality of produced signatures.
4.3.1 Reducing Subgraph Isomorphism
The general graph mining problems such as [86, 18] assume no constraints on the structures
or labels of the graphs. Therefore, these algorithms need to perform subgraph isomorphism
checking a large number of times during mining, making it the main bottleneck of perfor-
mance.
However, software behavior graphs are diﬀerent. Without loss of generality, we assume that
software behavior graphs have no isolated vertices, as each vertex must be reachable from
the entry of the program. There are two properties we can exploit. Firstly, the graph in
each proﬁle is a subgraph of the static whole-program control ﬂow graph. In particular,
a software behavior graph can be treated as a colored static CFG. Before executing the
program, all vertices and edges in the static CFG are black. During runtime, when a vertex
or an edge is executed or taken, its color is changed to red. After the execution completes,
we keep the red part as a software behavior graph and discard the black part.
Secondly, the labeling function l is injective. Thus each vertex and each edge are uniquely
labeled within a graph. Given a set S  V [ E, L(S) = fl(s)js 2 Sg denotes all the labels
of the vertices and edges in S. And we have jL(S)j = jSj as l is injective.
Based on the two properties about the nature of software behavior graphs in discovering
bug signatures, we have the following theorem that reduces subgraph isomorphism problem
to subset inclusion problem.
Theorem 4.3.1. In the context of bug signature mining, subgraph isomorphism is equivalent
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to subset inclusion relation on edge labels in graphs. Namely,
8g; g0 2 G:g v g0 , L(E(g))  L(E(g0))
The proof of this theorem requires the following lemma relating two software behavior
graphs:
Lemma 1. Given two software behavior graphs g and g0,
L(E(g))  L(E(g0))) L(V (g))  L(V (g0))
Proof. The label of an edge (s; t) is (l(s); l(t); e 2 T ), encoding the labels of the source
and sink vertices. As g has no isolated vertex and each vertex must be in an edge, For each
vertex label lv 2 L(V (g)), there must be an edge label le 2 L(E(g)). As L(E(g))  L(E(g0)),
le 2 L(E(g0). Therefore, lv is also in L(V (g0)) and L(V (g))  L(V (g0)).
Here then is the proof for Theorem 4.3.1.
Proof. Let l and l0 be the labeling functions of g and g0 respectively. As a labeling function
l is injective, its inverse function l 1 : B [ (B B  T )! V [E returns the vertex or edge
for a given label. Note that l 1 is a partial function and it only accepts labels in the range
of l. The function composition f  g is the application of f to the result of g, i.e., f(g(x)).
): Given g v g0, then there is an injective isomorphism function f , such that 8(s; t) 2
E(g):(f(s); f(t)) 2 E(g0) ^ l(s; t) = l0(f(s); f(t)). Furthermore we get fl(s; t)j(s; t) 2
E(g)g = fl0(s0; t0)js0 = f(s) ^ t0 = f(t)g  fl0(s0; t0)j(s0; t0) 2 E(g0)g, namely, L(E(g)) 
L(E(g0)).
(: Let the isomorphism function f = l0 1  l. As L(E(g))  L(E(g0)), based on Lemma 1,
we have L(V (g))  L(V (g0)). Thus the range of l is a subset of the domain of l0 1, and f is
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a total function over the vertices and edges of g, which satisﬁes the following two conditions
of subgraph isomorphism.
 8v 2 V (g):l(v) = l0(l0 1(l(v))) = l0(f(v))
 For each (s; t) 2 E(g), as L(E(g))  L(E(g0)), there must exist an edge (s0; t0) 2
E(g0), such that l(s; t) = l0(s0; t0). After expanding the labeling function, we have
(l(s); l(t);_) = (l0(s); l0(t);_). Furthermore, l(s) = l0(s0) and l(t) = l0(t0). We apply
l0 1 at each side of the two equations, and get s0 = l0 1(l0(s0)) = l0 1(l(s)) = f(s), and
t0 = f(t). Thus (f(s); f(t)) 2 E(g0).
Thus f is a subgraph isomorphism. Further, this theorem holds.
With this theorem, we have eﬀectively reduced subgraph isomorphism checking to subset
inclusion testing on edge labels. While the former problem is NP-complete, the latter can
be implemented in linear time.
4.3.2 Reducing Graph Mining
Given a set of edge labels, we can also infer its original graphical structure, as each software
behavior graph is subgraph isomorphic to the static CFG and we can easily identify its
subgraph in the CFG through the edge labels. Leveraging this fact, we can further reduce
the complexity of bug signature mining. Speciﬁcally, we can represent each graph as a
set of edge labels, and perform discriminative item-set mining to identify the maximally
discriminative patterns (which is a synonym of “item-sets” in this section), each of which is
a set of edge labels. Lastly, the graph structure can be reconstructed from each pattern.
Algorithm 61 lists the main algorithm to identify top-k signatures from a proﬁle database D.
1More information on the algorithm is available at http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~suncn/mbs
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It ﬁrst constructs an edge-set database E from D by extracting edge labels from each proﬁle.
Then it collects all the edge labels into a set I. The global variable M is a map, of which
the key is a support sup = (+p; n), and the value is a set of edge sets all with support sup.
The signature mining is done by calling the recursive procedure GrowSignaturesRec, which
mines patterns from small to large. After the mining is done, we scan all the edge sets in
M, and cluster them into diﬀerent equivalence classes by computing their graph projection
'. Lastly, the top-k discriminative equivalence classes are returned as the signatures.
The search space of the signature mining forms a lattice. Its bottom is ; and the top
node is I. The partial order relation between nodes is subset inclusion. GrowSignaturesRec
traverses this lattice starting from ; in a depth-ﬁrst search (DFS) manner. At each node in
the lattice, this procedure tests whether the current pattern of this node is succinct at line 2.
If not, the DFS traversal stops at the node and branches to other nodes. This early-exit
condition is based on the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.2. If a signature g is succinct, then for any signature g0  g, g0 must be
succinct. If g is not succinct, then for all signatures g00  g, g00 cannot be succinct either.
The proof is based on Proposition 2 in Li et al.’s work and we refer readers to [45] for more
details.
At line 5, the support-to-edge-sets map M is updated with the pattern. Generally, the
procedure UpdateResult retrieves the entry with the support key (p; n) and adds the pattern
to that entry. If the sizeM exceeds k, the entries with non-top-k DS scores are removed from
M. In our implementation, we use a priority queue to eﬃciently support this procedure.
Line 6 is a branch-and-bound (BAB) strategy to prune the search space. It ﬁrst computes
an upper bound UB(pattern) of DS scores of all the super patterns derived by combining
pattern and other edges in the parameter edges. If UB(pattern) is less than min(M) – the
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Algorithm 6 MineSignatures(D; k)
Input: D: a set of proﬁles
k: the number of signatures to mine
Output: top-k bug signatures
E = f(L(E(g)); c)j(g; c) 2 Dg
I = S(E;c)2E E
M : N N ! 2I
{M is a map from support to edge-sets}
GrowSignaturesRec(;; I)
Cluster the edge-sets in M into equivalence classes
return top-k equivalence classes
1: Procedure GrowSignaturesRec(pattern; edges):
2: if prex is not succinct then
3: return
4: end if
5: UpdateResult(sup+(pattern); sup (pattern); pattern)
6: if UB(pattern) < min(M) then
7: return {branch-and-bound here!}
8: end if
9: explored = ;
10: for each i 2 edges do
11: explored = explored [ fig
12: GrowSignaturesRec(pattern [ fig; edges n explored)
13: end for
Procedure UpdateResult(p;n; pattern):
M(p; n) =M(p; n) [ fpatterng
if jMj > k then
Remove entries with non-top-k DS scores from M
end if
minimum DS score inM, the DFS stops at the current pattern and branches to other nodes
in the search space. The computation of UB(pattern) is described in the following section.
4.3.3 Upper Bound of DS
Upper bound is crucial in pruning the search space. A tighter upper bound can signiﬁcantly
reduce the space to explore. For an edge set g, it has been studied that the information
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gain of super sets of g is bounded by a formula over the support of g [19, 60]. Assume that
we know a set of proﬁles ux(g)  '(g) which contains all super patterns of interest g0  g,





The information gain for any qualiﬁed super edge set of g is upper bounded by the following
formula, as in [60]
maxfIG(sup+(g); jux(g) j); IG(jux(g)+j; sup (g))g
Again, in the context of bug detection, we focus on patterns appearing more frequently in
faulty proﬁles than correct ones. We therefore introduce a new upper bound for DS in
Theorem 4.3.3:
Theorem 4.3.3 (Upper Bound of DS). Given an edge set g, the discriminative signiﬁ-
cance of all its super sets of interest is upper bounded by the following formula:
UB(P) =
8>><>>:




The proof of this theorem requires the following theorem proved in [4]
Theorem 4.3.4 (Apriori). Given an edge label set g, 8g0  g, then
sup+(g0)  sup+(g); sup (g0)  sup+(g)
Then the proof is as follows:
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Proof. Let D be an edge label transaction database, P be a pattern, p = sup+(P ) and
n = sup (P ).






p(jDj   p  n)
(p+ n)(jD+j   p) (4.4)






n(jDj   p  n)
(p+ n)(jD j   n) (4.5)
Let P 0 be a qualiﬁed super pattern of P , p0 = sup+(P 0); n0 = sup (P 0), then jux(P )+j  p0
) jux(P )+jjD+j  p
0
jD+j based on the deﬁnition of unavoidable transactions.
1. If n
0






jD+j , thus DS (p
















@p < 0 and
@IG
@n > 0 thus IG is
monotonically decreasing to p, and monotonically increasing to n. Then DS (p0; n0) =
IG(p0; n0)  IG(jux(P )+j; n0)  IG(jux(P )+j; sup (P )) .
So the upper bound of DS is correct.
4.3.4 Intra-Procedural Signature Mining
Our approach can be conﬁgured to run both inter-procedurally and intra-procedurally. In
fact, intra-procedural mining is preferred for its eﬃciency, if it does not adversely aﬀect the
quality of mined signatures. In our implementation, we adopt intra-procedural mining. In
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Section 4.4, we show that it speeds up the mining process and yet provides high quality
mined signatures.
Algorithm 6 as described performs inter-procedural mining. It searches for signatures over
the entire proﬁle database D. Diﬀerently, intra-procedural mining ﬁrst breaks up D into
multiple smaller databases, applies Algorithm 6 to each sub-database, and ﬁnally aggregates
all signatures based on graph projection ' and only retains top-k equivalence classes as
resulting signatures. In detail, for each function f deﬁned in the buggy program, we project
each proﬁle in D to a new, smaller proﬁle by removing all vertices and edges not in the CFG
of f . All these new proﬁles thus constitute a sub-database.
It will be ineﬃcient to apply Algorithm 6 separately on each sub-database. The reason is
that separate map M from support to edge-sets needs to be built from scratch for each
sub-database. As M is used to perform BAB at line 6, constructing it afresh for each sub-
database implies that we need to build up the lower threshold repeatedly to prune the search
space.
In our implementation, we use a single M and share it across mining over multiple sub-
databases to store the edge-sets. Consequently, the pruning threshold min(M) never de-
creases.
4.4 Experiments
Wemeasure the eﬀectiveness of this information-theoretic approach to signature discovery by
building a prototype named MBS (Mining Minimal Bug Signatures) in C++, and performing
empirical evaluation to measure the quality of signatures thus mined. We compare the
performance of MBS against two versions of the graph signature mining system LEAP [18]:
One version (called LEAP-Inter) is the original LEAP that performs inter-procedural graph
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mining, and the other version (referred to as LEAP-Intra) performs intra-procedural mining.
Our experiments show that MBS outperforms both versions, in terms of its mining speed
and the quality of signatures discovered.
We measure the quality of mined bug signatures (in assisting in locating bug in a program)
by computing a proximity value.
4.4.1 Proximity to Actual Bug
This measures the distance between the actual bug in the program and the signature mined.
It aims to determine how far should the programmer go beyond the signature to localize the
bug. The measurement method is similar to the computation of score described in [65, 22].
Speciﬁcally, the distance measure is performed on the program dependence graph (PDG) of
the faulty version of the program. Given the actual bug and a signature, we identify all the
corresponding nodes in the PDG signifying the actual bug and the signature. Let’s denote
the bug node by b and the latter set of signature nodes by S respectively.
Let k(n; e) be the set of nodes that are reachable in PDG from n within the distance e.
Through this, we determine the minimum distance d(n) between any node n in the signature
(S) and the node b for the actual bug. Note that in computing the distance between a node
n in S and the bug b, we not only ﬁnd out the distance by following the directed path from
n to b, but also the distance by following the (typically diﬀerent) path from b to n. This
is to mimic programmers’ debugging behavior, which is to follow the data ﬂow and control






to represent the maximum number of nodes/locations in the program a programmer has to
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examine, starting from node n in the signature. If d(n) = 0, the actual bug falls in the
signature, and the number of nodes a programmer needs to examine is simply the signature
itself.
The fewer nodes a programmer must examine when locating a bug, the better the quality
of the signature. This proximity is expressed as a fraction of the PDG:
X = 1  jN jjPDGj
Table 4.2: Benchmark Statistics
Subject LoC #Test Cases #Faults
print_tokens 726 4130 7
grep 10,068 199 12
gzip 5,680 214 16
sed 14,427 360 9
space 6,199 13585 31
total 75
4.4.2 Experiment Set-up
The evaluation was conducted on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Quad CPU@3.2GHz and
8Gb memory. In our experiments, we used four moderate-size real-world C programs (i.e.,
grep, gzip, sed and space) and one program from Siemens benchmark which are downloadable
from Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository [24]. Each program is equipped with a
test suite, and has several variants each of which has a single fault. Table 4.2 shows the
benchmark statistics of the subject programs, including lines of code, number of test cases
and number of faults for each program. The size of the programs range from 726 to 14,427,
and in total we studied 75 faults.
For each variation of the subject program, we ran the three signature miners against the
corresponding test suite, to yield top-3 discriminative signatures for each miner. Thus, we
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obtained 9 signatures for a program variation in total. We used codesurfer to compute
the PDG of the buggy program, and compute the values of X for each of the signatures.
Lastly, we group the results of all the variants corresponding to the subject program, and
compute its statistics for each ranking of the signatures, as follows:
1. We gather the X values from the top-1 signature of each of the variants of a subject
program, and compute their means, medians and standard deviations from all these
variants.
2. For top-2/3 signatures, we choose the best X values among the top-2/3 signatures ob-
tained from a variant, and gather all these values corresponding to a subject program,
and compute their statistics.
Finally, for runtime statistics, we simply compute the average runtime required for generating
top-3 signatures from each variant of the subject program.
4.4.3 Analysis
Table 4.3 displays three statistics (median, mean and standard deviation) about the prox-
imity value X of bug signatures produced by the three miners. Firstly, it is interesting to see
that signatures produced by LEAP-Intra appear to outperform in proximity those produced
by LEAP-Inter. This means that graph mining techniques proposed in [18] can be improved
by adopting intra-procedural mining. Recall that various heuristics has been introduced
there to aggressive prune the search space, which typically lead to incomplete construction
of signatures. So, one possible reason for the poor performance of LEAP-Inter can be that
the amount of data available in the inter-procedural setting has been too overwhelming for























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.4: Runtime Statistics (in seconds)
subject mbs leap-inter impr. leap-intra impr.
print_tokens 0.072 190 2633 45 625
grep 0.055 163 2939 37 673
gzip 0.041 52 1285 27 658
sed 0.100 238 2363 53 531
space 0.919 – – 208 225
We compare the proximity value of the signature produced by MBS against the best value
from either LEAP-Inter or LEAP-Intra. The comparison results are listed in the “impr.”
column of the table. In most of the cases, we see signiﬁcant improvement, indicating that
signatures produced by MBS are always closer to the bug in the PDG map than those
produced by LEAP variants, especially for large-size programs.
We performed Wilcoxon signed-rank one-tail test between MBS and both LEAP-Inter and
LEAP-Intra, and validated that the improvement of MBS is statistically signiﬁcant with
(p < 0:001).
Table 4.4 displays the runtimes of the three miners. It shows clearly that MBS is much
superior to both the LEAP variants in terms of speed, thanks to the use of subset-inclusion
check in replacement of subgraph isomorphism check.
In addition to above evaluation, we also measure the relevance of a signature to a bug . This
is deﬁned by the extent to which all nodes in a signature have data/control-dependence
with the bug. We call this irrelevant percentage: For every node in the signature, we check
if it has data/control-dependence relation with the bug. That is, there exists a directed
data/control-dependent path between the node and the bug (either from the node to the
bug or from the bug to the node). We call such a node “relevant”. Conversely, a node in
the signature is termed “irrelevant” if it is not data/control-dependence with the bug. From
here, we can compute the percentage of irrelevant nodes in a signature (ie., the ratio of
the number of irrelevant nodes to the total number of nodes). Intuitively, the lower the
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percentage, the more relevant of the signature to the bug.
We apply this measurement to the signatures obtained from the three miners. In most of
the cases, we get 0%, indicating that all nodes in the signatures are data/control-dependent
related to the bug.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Performance
We assume that the smallest software behavior graph contains just an edge, and have chosen
to perform mining on edge databases from CFGs.
Theoretically, the resultant succinct signatures mined, which are sets of edges, may not be
minimal, as we do not produce signatures composed of only vertices. For instance, consider
a graph of one edge e = a! b. If '(e) = '(fa; bg), then the theoretical succinct graph will
be fa; bg, whereas our miner will return e as the (singleton) signature. We prefer having e
as the resultant signature, for the reason that (1) the mining process is much more eﬃcient,
and (2) an edge can be more intuitive in deﬁning bug signatures than its source and sink.
Nevertheless, there are cases in which the use of vertices information during mining can be
beneﬁcial. For instance, we can start the mining process by ﬁlling up the top-k signatures
M with vertices, since it is easier to compute their DS values. Doing so can quickly raise
the pruning threshold level (ie., min(M)), thus avoiding exploring too much search space.
4.5.2 Graph Connectivity
A stark contrast between the signatures discovered by LEAP and by MBS is their graph
connectivity. The former signatures are connected graphs, whereas the latter may be dis-
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connected: Not only is it composed of disconnected succinct signatures (to form equivalence
classes), but even a succinct signature can be disconnected (e.g., Figure 4.5(c)).
From the information theoretic perspective, we can represent an equivalence class by its
closed signatures (ref. Section 4.2.2), which are more connected than succinct signatures.
However, closed signatures usually include redundant edges, and are bigger (in terms of the
number of edges) than the union of the succinct signatures as stated in [45].
Computationally, performing graph isomorphism check on disconnected graphs can be much
more costly than on connected graphs. In this work, we mitigate the problem by reducing
it to subset-inclusion problem via item-set mining. Further investigation is necessary to
determine if mining succinct “connected” edge-set can result in even more speedup.
4.5.3 Inter- vs Intra-Procedural Mining
It is not surprising that LEAP runs faster at intra-procedure level than at inter-procedure
level. What is amazing, however, is that the quality of the signature mined remains com-
petitive between these two versions. As such, we elect to run MBS at intra-procedure level.
Our experiment shows that the quality of the signatures mined by MBS supercedes that
of both versions of LEAP. This is due to the fact that MBS signatures are succinct and
complete (in that each signature covers an equivalence class).
Our experiment shows that signatures produced at intra-procedure level remain located close
to the actual bug on PDG. As such, using intra-procedure-based signature will not impede
bug identiﬁcation process, if programmers use PDG to assist them in debugging.
We have also run MBS at global level. As the number of edges available in a proﬁle increase
tremendously, our pursuit for completeness of signatures yielded large-size signatures, which
could impede debugging process due to information overloading.
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4.5.4 Threats of Validity
The threats to our case studies are mainly of two types: external and construct. Threats
to external validity concern the generalizability of our approach. Although we applied MBS
to 75 bugs in 5 programs, we cannot claim that MBS will also work well on other buggy
programs due to diversity of programming styles and bugs. To mitigate this threat, we
use four real-world programs from Unix utility collection, which are widely adopted in fault
localization research, e.g., [30, 9, 29]
Threats to construct validity concern whether the metrics used in our case studies are proper.
Firstly, we choose to measure proximity over the PDG instead of CFG or other models. This
ensures that the metric used is reﬂective of how debugging is practiced by programmers.
Secondly, we choose to avoid using binary metric (ie., bug covered or not) and instead elect
an objectively deﬁned distance between the bug and location, thus eliminating any possible
subjectivity in our measurement.
4.6 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose an information-theoretic approach to identifying bug signatures.
We argue that bug signatures discovered should be representative of an equivalence class in
information-theoretic sense. We further elect to represent such equivalence class by set of
succinct signatures. This ensures non-redundancy in the signatures.
We develop a mining algorithm to materialize the generation of succinct signatures. By
leveraging the unique characteristics of software behavior graphs, we prove and elaborate
how graph mining can be transformed into eﬃcient edge-set mining. Our empirical study
demonstrates that, in comparison with existing work in this area, the mining process runs
signiﬁcantly faster, and the resulting succinct signatures have signiﬁcantly higher accuracy
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for fault localization.
So far, bug signatures are constructed from the knowledge about the control ﬂow of the
buggy program. A natural extension of this work is to introduce semantics information,
such as predicate values at control branches and data ﬂows, to the framework. Speciﬁcally,
we envisage the inclusion of predicates that generalize over diﬀerent classes of execution




Mining Succinct Predicated Bug
Signatures
As discussed in the previous chapter, Two pioneering studies in bug signature discovery
construct the proﬁles from running the buggy program against a test suite via diﬀerent
structures. Speciﬁcally, Hsu et al. [32] proﬁle multiple traces of visited basic blocks from
a buggy program, and perform sequence mining [83] to get common longest sequences in
faulty executions as bug signatures. Hong et al. [18] curl the basic block sequences to form
software behavior graphs and apply graph mining algorithm LEAP [86] to get discriminative
subgraphs as bug signatures. The case studies in both papers have shown that bug signatures
carry additional contextual information that further aids developer in comprehending the
bugs.
On the other hand, these two techniques operate on proﬁles that contain only control-ﬂow
information. In addition, the inferred bug signatures typically include redundant and/or
irrelevant information. Reﬂecting on the outcome of these work, we hypothesize that:
1. The eﬀectiveness of bug signatures in detecting bugs can be signiﬁcantly enhanced if
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they are inferred from proﬁles containing predicated data information.
2. The quality of bug signatures can be signiﬁcantly enhanced if it can be succinctly
represented.
1 Ele* find_nth(List* f_list , int n) {
2 if (! f_list)
3 return NULL;
4 Ele* f_ele = f_list ->first;
5 /*(-)BUG: f_list->first in the conditional
6 should be f_ele*/
7 for (int i = 1; f_list->first && i < n; ++i)
8 f_ele = f_ele ->next;
9 return f_ele;
10 }
Figure 5.1: Code Snippet of schedule with a Bug at Line 7
To illustrate this, we consider a concrete example presented in Figure 5.1. This piece of
code is extracted from a buggy program schedule in Siemens1 benchmarks. Given a linked
list f_list and an integer n, this function returns the n-th element in the list. The bug is
that at line 7, f_list->ﬁrst in for-loop test should be f_ele instead. Thus if the list is not
empty and f_list->length < n   1, f_ele becomes NULL after (n   2) iterations; then in
(n   1)-th iteration, a dereferencing operation is performed on a NULL pointer, leading to
a segmentation fault.
Figure 5.2 shows the control ﬂow graph of this example, and the number preﬁxing each item
in the graph identiﬁes a unique basic block, a branch or a predicate. The bug can be tracked
during program execution when f_ele becomes NULL after statement 10 (i.e. predicate
11), and i is still less than n after the subsequent assignment statement 15 (i.e. predicate
16). Thus f11; 16g is one good signature providing adequate contextual information for
developers to ﬁx this bug.
1More information about the benchmarks is presented in Section 5.4.
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The predictive power of the predicated signature in this example becomes clear when we
contrast it against the top ranked (control-ﬂow) signatures by LEAP and MBS. LEAP
returns the statements f1; 6; 8; 13g. While this signature includes the bug location f_list-
>ﬁrst, it also contains irrelevant statements. First, statement 1 is the entry of this function,
unconditionally appearing in every execution with an invocation to ﬁnd_nth no matter
whether the execution is correct or faulty. Second, statement 13 is an exit of this function,
and it should appear in only correct executions as faulty executions should crash at statement
10 and cannot reach this statement. MBS outputs a signature containing only one statement
f10g. Although it is much more concise than LEAP and near the buggy point, it does not
carry contextual information as much as the predicated signature.
Figure 5.2: Control Flow Graph of Figure 5.1
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to automatically inferring bug signatures with
two distinguished qualities: (1) they contain both data and control predicates; and (2) they
are succinct in capturing bugs’ cause and/or eﬀect. Our case studies reveal that:
1. Data-predicated bug signatures possess high bug-predicative power. By comparing
with control-ﬂow-based signatures produced by LEAP, predicated bug signatures have
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much higher discriminative power (to be elaborated in the ensuing sections), and they
can help in discovering a new class of bugs, the manifestation of which do not cause
any control-ﬂow deviation in the execution proﬁles.
2. Our novel bug signature mining algorithm, which is based on itemset generator min-
ing approach, can perform much eﬃcient than the state-of-the-art signature mining
algorithm (aka., LEAP).
5.1 Background
5.1.1 Overall Workﬂow and Instrumentation Scheme
Figure 5.3: Overall Workﬂow to Bug Signature Identiﬁcation
Figure 5.3 depicts the general workﬂow of bug signature mining, which is similar to MBS in
the previous chapter. The initial inputs are a buggy program and a test suite. The buggy
program is instrumented to collect runtime information. We run the instrumented version
against the test suite to get a set of proﬁles. Based on the testing oracle, the collected proﬁles
are classiﬁed into a correct and a faulty sets. Next the two sets are fed to our signature
miner MPS to get a top-k ranked bug signatures based on their bug-predictive power.
We adopt the instrumentation scheme by Liblit et al.. The following is a brief introduction.
More information can be found in [47]
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 Branches. At each conditional statement, each true or false branch is associated with
a predicate to record whether this branch is taken at runtime.
 Returns. At each invocation site to a scalar-returning function, six predicates are
created to capture relation between the returned value r and the constant 0: r  0,
r > 0, r = 0, r 6= 0, r < 0 and r  0.
 Scalar-pairs. For each assignment to a scalar variable x =    , all same-typed in-
scope variables and constant expressions are collected into a set V . For each v 2 V ,
right after this assignment six predicates are created: x  v, x > v, x = v, x 6= v,
x < v and x  v.
 Pointer-nullness. For each assignment to a pointer variable p =    , a predicate
p = null is created after this assignment.
The ﬁrst instrumentation described above (predicates on conditionals) captures control-ﬂow
information, whereas the latter three record data-related information.
Note that our technique is general and the signature mining algorithm is orthogonal to the
instrumentation scheme. More instrumentation types (aliasing among objects, def-use pairs,
etc.) can be easily added without aﬀecting the mining algorithm.
After running the instrumented program against the test suite, we get a list of proﬁles, each
proﬁle containing a set of predicates. We only retain those predicates which are captured to
be true at runtime, and discard those that are unobserved or evaluated to false. Table 5.1
shows 5 proﬁles collected by running the buggy program in Figure 5.12. The column Input
lists the test cases. Each test case is a pair, of which the ﬁrst element is a list and the second
is the parameter n. The list could be null, empty (i.e. []), or non-empty (e.g. [1] containing
2To simplify the illustration of our approach, we retain all branch predicates and remove all scalar-pair











































































































































one element, and [1, 2, 3] containing three elements). The column Label marks the status of
proﬁles, the plus (+ or positive) meaning that the proﬁle corresponds to a correct execution,
while the minus (  or negative) representing a faulty execution. The column Predicates
shows all the predicates under observation in runtime. A bullet  in a cell (i; j) means that
the j-th predicate is evaluated to true in the execution corresponding to the i-th proﬁle.
Taking the proﬁle t2 as an example, only two branches (4:false) and (12:false) are taken in
runtime.
5.1.2 Itemset Generator
We regard a proﬁle as a set of items, each of which is a predicate observed to be true at
runtime. With this itemset representation, we can therefore formulate signature identiﬁca-
tion as an itemset pattern mining task. Furthermore, as we aim to mine succinct signatures,
we are particularly interested in itemset generator, a special pattern with minimality prop-
erty. In this subsection, we provide an overview of the concepts and properties of itemset
generators, using the proﬁles depicted in Table 5.1 as the running example.
Let I = {i1; i2;    ; im} be a set of distinct items, C = f+; g be the set of the positive and
negative class labels, and D be a database consisting of n transactions f(T1; c1),    ,(Ti; ci),
   , (Tn; cn)g, where Ti  I and ci 2 C. In the context of debugging, I corresponds to
the set of predicates instrumented into the buggy program. The class label (+) identiﬁes
executions with correct output, whereas ( ) identiﬁes faulty executions. Each transaction
is a proﬁle consisting of predicates – a subset of I.
Table 5.2 shows an example dataset constructed from the proﬁles of Table 5.1. I of this
database is f2; 4; 7; 9; 12; 14; 11; 16g. Every element identiﬁes a predicate, for example, 2
stands for branch predicate (2:true), and 11 is data predicate (11: f_ele == NULL).
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t3 (f4; 7; 9; 14; 11g;+)
t4 (f4; 7; 9; 14; 16g;+)
t5 (f4; 7; 9; 11; 16g; )
We deﬁne two classiﬁcation functions + and   for a set of transactions S,
S+ = f(T; c) 2 Sjc = +g and S  = f(T; c) 2 Sjc =  g
For example, D+ or D  denotes all the positive or negative transactions in D respectively.
For an itemset (or pattern) P  I, we deﬁne tx : 2I ! 2D, returning all transactions in D
containing pattern P .
tx(P ) = f(T; c) 2 DjP  Tg
The support of P is deﬁned as the number of transactions containing P , i.e. sup(P ) =
jtx(P )j; moreover, sup+(P ) = jtx(P )+j and sup (P ) = jtx(P ) j. The support of itemsets
satisﬁes the following property stated in [4].
Property 1 (Apriori). Given a pattern P  I, 8P 0  I, if P 0  P , then tx(P 0)  tx(P ),
and further
sup+(P 0)  sup+(P ) and sup (P 0)  sup (P )
Taking the database in Table 5.2 as an example, given a pattern f4g and its superset f4; 7g,
tx(f4g) returns transactions ft2; t3; t4; t5g and txf4; 7g returns transactions ft3; t4; t5g, hence
sup(f4; 7g) < sup(f4g).
Deﬁnition 7 (Equivalence Relation). Given an itemset database D deﬁned over a set of
items I, the function tx : 2I ! 2D induces an equivalence relation D on 2I such that for
all itemset patterns P1; P2 2 2I , P1 D P2 if and only if tx(P1) = tx(P2). Furthermore, the
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equivalence class [P ] of a pattern P is deﬁned as fP 0  Ijtx(P 0) = tx(P )g.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.4: Three Equivalence Classes of Table 5.2
Thus, all patterns in an equivalence class are contained in the same set of transactions. In
an equivalence class, all the minimal patterns are referred to as generators. Generators have
the following property which has been proved in [45].
Property 2 (Generator). A pattern P is a generator if and only if for every proper subset
P 0  P , sup(P ) < sup(P 0).
Figure 5.4 displays three equivalence classes in the database of Table 5.2. Each equivalence
class is a lattice structure consisting of all patterns in the class. A node in a lattice represents
a unique pattern. The links between nodes represent set relations superset and subset. The
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bottom nodes of a lattice are generators. The footnote below each lattice lists the support
and transaction information. Figure 5.4a is the equivalence class of transactions ft4; t5g,
and f16g is the generator as its subset ; has support sup(;) = 5 greater than sup(f16g).
The same reason applies to Figure 5.4b and Figure 5.4c.
5.2 Problem Formulation
5.2.1 Bug Signature
An interesting observation is that in Figure 5.4b, the generator f11; 16g appears only in
(all) the faulty proﬁles. This generator is the signature we are aiming to identify, as it is
highly correlated to faulty executions. Furthermore, this generator carries as much predictive
information as any supersets in the same equivalence class, as they all account for the same
set of execution proﬁles. For example, the supersets f4; 11; 16g, f7; 11; 16g and f9; 11; 16g
are all observed in the only faulty proﬁle t5. From the viewpoint of program semantics,
predicate (4:false), (7:true) or (9:true) is redundant, as they are the necessary condition for
execution to trigger the bug – statement 10. In other words, given the signature f11; 16g,
we can infer that predicates 4, 7, 9 are also observed true in the same set of proﬁles as the
signature. In the following, we formulate the concept of bug signatures based on generators.
Deﬁnition 8 (Bug Signature). Given a labeled itemset database, constructed from correct
and faulty proﬁles of predicates, a bug signature is the set of generators of an equivalence
class induced by the corresponding function tx.
A bug signature is of the form fg1,    , gng, where gi = fpi1 , : : :, pimig for each i is a
generator. It can be perceived as a representative of an equivalence class. Its relationship
with faulty executions is captured by the underlying tx function. The assumption we make
of the bug signature is that: The higher an equivalence class is positively correlated with
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faulty executions, the more probable its bug signature is related to the cause and/or eﬀects
of the bug.
For example, the equivalence class in Figure 5.4c(c) provides a bug signature s1 = ff7g; f9gg
correlated with transaction t3, t4 and t5. It means that if an execution has taken either the
branch (7:true) or (9:true), it’s probable that the execution is faulty. Another equivalence
class in Figure 5.4b(b) provides a bug signature s2 = ff11; 16gg correlated only with the
(faulty) transaction t5. It means that if an execution evaluates both predicates (11:f_ele
== NULL) and (16:i < n) to true, it’s probable that the execution is faulty. Here, we would
expect that s2 captures the cause and eﬀects of bug with higher possibility than s1, since
s2 occurs only in (all) the faulty executions. In other words, due to its association with
faulty and not correct executions, s2 is better than s1 in discriminating faulty executions
from correct ones.
In the following section, we introduce a metric to measure the discriminative power of a
signature.
5.2.2 Discriminative Signiﬁcance
The basic unit of our signatures is itemset generator. Let D be a database of class-labeled
transactions. Given a pattern P , let p = sup+(P ), n = sup (P ), then its discriminative
signiﬁcance is deﬁned the same as Deﬁnition 4.2 as follows, where IG is information gain,
deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.1.
DS(p; n) =
8>><>>:






5.2.3 Top-k Bug Signatures
It is a good practice to examine bug signatures in the descending order of discriminative
signiﬁcance. Therefore we deﬁne the bug signature identiﬁcation as a top-k discriminative
pattern mining problem.
Deﬁnition 9 (Mining Top-k Bug Signatures). Given a labeled database D constructed
from faulty and correct proﬁles, and an integer k, identify k signatures fsigki=1 from D, such
that maximize
Pk
i=1DS(jtx(si)+j; jtx(si) j), where tx(s) = tx(g) for any g 2 s.
The notations tx(si)+ and tx(si)  denote the positive and negative transactions contain-
ing all generators in the signature si respectively. The following table shows top-5 sig-
natures for the proﬁles in Table 5.1. The second column lists the detail supports. The
Table 5.3: Signatures for Proﬁles in Table 5.1
Rank Support Signatures DS
1 (+0; 1) ff11; 16gg 0.721928
2 (+1; 1) ff11gg 0.321928
3 (+1; 1) ff16gg 0.321928
4 (+2; 1) ff7g; f9gg 0.170951
5 (+3; 1) ff4gg 0.072906
last column shows the discriminative signiﬁcance scores. As discussed earlier, the signature
{{(11:f_ele==NULL), (16:i<n)}} is the best, for it has the highest discriminative signiﬁ-
cance score.
5.3 Algorithms
We ﬁrst review the data structure to mine frequent itemset generators, and then present
our algorithm for discovering bug signatures via a novel discriminative generator mining
algorithm.
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5.3.1 Gr-tree to Mine Itemset Generators
Li et al. proposed a tree-based representation of transactions to eﬃciently mine frequent
itemset generators [45]. We brieﬂy describe this data structure in the section. Given a
database db consisting of positive and negative transactions, a Gr-tree is a compact repre-
sentation of db, denoted as a tuple GTreeprexdb , where prex is an itemset preﬁxing all the
items in the Gr-tree. For the original database D, prex is ;.
Figure 5.5: Gr-tree of the Database of Table 5.2 with preﬁx = ;
Figure 5.5 shows the Gr-tree of database db in Table 5.2, GTree;db. Each Gr-tree has a head
table, storing all items in descending order of their supports. If two items have the same
support, then they are sorted randomly, e.g., items 11, 14 and 16.
A Gr-tree has the following two properties:
1. It does not store items of very low negative support. This holds because such items
will not contribute to good and discriminative bug signatures.
2. It does not store items which have full support (ie., which occur in all transactions in
the database db). This holds since such items cannot be a part of any generator, as
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proven in [45].
Speciﬁcally, the second property enables compact representation of database and eﬃcient
discovery of generators.
Each item in the table has a link to its corresponding nodes in the tree. A path from root to
a node m:(+p; n) represents an itemset pattern comprising of the items in the path, sup-
ported by p positive and n negative transactions. For example, the path hroot; 4:(+3; 1);
7:(+2; 1); 9:(+2; 1); 11:(+1; 1); 16:(+0; 1)i represents a pattern f4; 7; 9; 11; 16g ap-
pearing in no positive and 1 negative transaction.
Generators are developed by recursively adding a new item into the developing generator,
and creating a conditional database of transactions wrt. this new item.
Deﬁnition 10 (Conditional Database). Given a Gr-tree GTreepxdb , let a1;    ; an be items
in its head table. Then the conditional database of ai(1  i  n) is denoted by CD jpx[faigGTreepxdb ,
as the set of path segments exclusively between the root and ai for all paths containing ai.
A conditional database CD jpx[faig
GTreepxdb
is a projection of the original database obtained by only
selecting transactions containing the pattern px[faig, and removing ai and items below ai
in the head table of the Gr-tree .
Table 5.4: The Conditional Database of Figure 5.5 w.r.t Item 16
ID Transaction
t4 (f4; 7; 9; 14g;+)
t5 (f4; 7; 9; 11g; )
The table above shows the conditional database of GTree;db in Figure 5.5 with respect to
item 16, CD j;[f16g
GTree;db
. In order to construct this conditional database from GTree;db, we ﬁrst
extract all path segments between root and nodes 16:
1. hroot, 4:(+3,-1), 7:(+2,-1), 9:(+2,-1), 11:(+1,-1), 16:(+0,-1)i
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2. hroot, 4:(+3,-1), 7:(+2,-1), 9:(+2,-1), 14:(+1,-0), 16:(+1,-0)i
As mentioned before, each path segment is an itemset, of which the support is that of the
last item, so the support of all items in the ﬁrst path segment is (+0; 1), and the support
in the second segment is (+1; 0). We then remove root and nodes 16 from the segments
and form the conditional database CD j;[f16g
GTree;db
. Then we can build its Gr-tree, GTreej;[f16gcd
where cd = CD j;[f16g
GTree;db
shown in the ﬁgure below.
Figure 5.6: Gr-tree of the Conditional Database of Table 5.4 with preﬁx = f16g





Algorithm 7 outlines our signature mining technique. GS contains a list of tuples, from
which top-k signatures are selected. Each tuple is of the form ((p; n); gens), where gens
= fgigmi is a set of generators, each having support (+p; n). The top-k signatures are
identiﬁed in two steps, as shown in statements 2 and 3 of the algorithm:
Step 1. We mine k sets of generators. Each set is associated with a distinct support
(+p; n), and the generators in each set are of the same support (+p; n). Also, the k
sets have the top-k discriminative signiﬁcance based on their DS(p; n). This step is done
by calling MineRec at line 2. MineRec takes a Gr-tree as the ﬁrst input; for the original
database D we create its Gr-tree with empty preﬁx, and pass GTree;D to MineRec. The last
argument, GS, stores the mined generators returned from MineRec.
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Algorithm 7 MineSignatures(D; k; neg_sup; size_limit)
Input:
D: an itemset database constructed from correct and faulty proﬁles
k: the number of the top discriminative signatures to mine
neg_sup: mined signatures should appear in at least neg_sup faulty executions
size_limit: the upper limit of the size of generators in signatures
Output: RS: a list containing top-k discriminative signatures
Body:
1: GS = []
{each element in GS is a tuple ((p; n); gens = fgign1 ), where gens is a set of generators
and its support is (+p; n)}
2: MineRec(GTree;D; k; neg_sup; size_limit;GS)
3: RS = ClusterGeneratorsIntoEquivalenceClass(GS)
4: return RS
Step 2. We construct the top-k signatures by clustering generators into their equivalence
classes. Upon reaching line 3, GS stores a list of tuples ((p; n); gens), each of which is a set
of generators gens sharing the same positive and negative supports p and n. However having
the same supports is only a necessary condition for generators to be in the same equivalence
class. Based on the deﬁnition of bug signatures in Deﬁnition 8, they are not bug signatures
yet. So at line 3, for each generator gen in GS, we scan the proﬁle database D to compute
tx(gen), and cluster all generators into their corresponding equivalence classes based on
tx(gen). We store these equivalence classes to RS in descending order of discriminative
signiﬁcance. As two generators occurring in a tuple in GS may correspond to multiple
equivalence classes, RS may have more than k signatures, and we proceed to only keep the
top-k ones. Since developers are usually interested in a small set of bug signatures, the
overhead of the clustering is usually low.
The eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of Algorithm 7 can be directly controlled by two of its
parameters: neg_sup and size_limit. The parameter neg_sup sets the negative support
threshold, thus requiring mined signatures to be present in at least neg_sup faulty proﬁles.
Computationally, this allows Apriori property (cf. Property 1) to be exploited to avoid
unnecessary computation time spent on constructing itemset patterns with too few negative
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supports.
The parameter size_limit enables us to cap the size of generators in bug signatures. As
will be described in the next subsection, this setting conﬁnes the maximum depth of search
space exploration, controlling the mining overhead. This is also useful when we want the bug
location to be “approximated”, in trading oﬀ for eﬃciency. Take for instance the signatures
shown in Table 5.3, if we set size_limit to 1, we obtain (11:f_ele == NULL) as top-1,
pointing to the general cause of the crashing failure. However, if we relax size_limit, we
get (11:f_ele == NULL) and (16:i < n), which is more speciﬁc.
5.3.3 Mining Discriminative Generators
Algorithm 8, MineRec, is inspired by the frequent generator mining algorithm described
in [45], with two major diﬀerences. First, whereas the original algorithm aims to mine
all frequent generators above a given support threshold, MineRec focuses only on the top-
k sets of generators. Second, MineRec takes into account the discriminative power of the
generator currently under investigation, and aggressively prunes the search space in a branch
and bound fashion.
MineRec takes as input a Gr-tree tree. Recall that tree is rooted with a preﬁx pattern.
MineRec outputs generators, which are grown by combining items in tree with preﬁx. It
does so by performing depth-ﬁrst-search over the pattern space. Specially, as shown be-
tween lines 5 and 9, MineRec ﬁrst combines the preﬁx with each item in the head table of
tree. Between lines 16 and 25, MineRec constructs, from each of the extended patterns, a
conditional database db0 from tree, and then builds a smaller Gr-tree tree0 for db0. Lastly,
MineRec calls itself recursively to discover qualiﬁed itemset patterns involving the respective
extended pattern.
The branch and bound technique is employed (between lines 21 and 23) to avoid making futile
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Algorithm 8 MineRec(tree; k; neg_sup; size_limit;GS)
Input:
tree: a Gr-tree GTreepxdb with preﬁx px, constructed from database db
k, neg_sup, size_limit: the same as those in Algorithm 7
GS: a list to store mined top-k discriminative generators
Output: mined generators are stored in GS
Body:
1: if tree is an empty tree then
2: return
3: end if
4: let px denote the preﬁx itemset of tree
{Outputs generators}
5: for each item i in the head table of tree do
6: pattern = px [ fig
7: p = sup+(pattern); n = sup (pattern)
8: UpdateResult(GS; k; p; n; pattern)
9: end for
10: if jpxj+ 1 == size_limit then
11: return
12: end if
13: if tree is a single path then
14: return
15: end if
16: for each item i in the head table of tree do
17: new_px = px [ fig
18: let db0 denote the conditional database CD jnew_pxtree
19: remove any item a from db0 if sup (a) < neg_sup
20: let tree0 denote the Gr-tree GTreenew_pxdb0 of db
0
21: if jGSj == k ^UpperBound(tree0) < MinDS (GS ) then
22: continue //Branch and Bound Here!
23: end if
24: MineRec(tree0; k; neg_sup; size_limit;GS)
25: end for
Procedure UpdateResult(GS ; k ; p;n; gen):
if 9e : e = ((p; n); gens) ^ e 2 GS then
GS = GSnfeg [ f((p; n); gens [ fgeng)g
else
GS = GS [ f((p; n); fgeng)g
if jGSj > k then





recursive invocation. Here, MinDS (GS) denotes the minimum discriminative signiﬁcance of
the generators in GS. If it is found that the new Gr-tree tree0 cannot output any generators
with higher DS value (tested by calling the function UpperBound(tree0)) than the minimum
discriminative signiﬁcance in GS, and the size of GS is already k, then MineRec stops
searching along this branch, and starts working on the next available pattern.
There are three early exits of this algorithm. At line 1, the function returns if tree is empty,
as the current search path ends at tree. At line 10, if the size of generators mined between
lines 5 and 9 equals to size_limit, then the function can safely stops, as MineRec outputs
generators from small to big, and any generators mined in the future along the current path
must be of a bigger size than size_limit. The third exit is at line 13 if tree is only a single
path, as all possible generators derivable from tree have been mined between lines 5 and 9.
5.3.3.1 Computing UpperBound(tree)
For a pattern P , it has been studied that the information gain of super patterns of P
is bounded by a formula over the support of P [19, 60]. Assume that we know a set of
transactions ux(P )  tx(P ) which contains all super patterns of interest P 0  P , referred





The information gain for any super pattern of P is upper bounded by the following formula,
as in [60].
maxfIG(sup+(P ); jux(P ) j); IG(jux(P )+j; sup (P ))g
In the context of bug detection, we focus on patterns which appear more frequently in
negative transactions than positive ones, and therefore introduce a new upper bound for
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DS, as shown in Theorem 5.3.13:
Theorem 5.3.1 (Upper Bound of DS). Given a pattern P , the discriminative signiﬁcance
of all its qualiﬁed super patterns is upper bounded by the following formula:
UB(P) =
8><>:




Given a Gr-tree tree, the term “qualiﬁed super patterns” refers to all patterns that are deriv-
able from tree. Furthermore, theDS upper bound of all these patterns (i.e. UpperBound(tree)
invoked at lines 21 in Algorithm 8) can be computed as follows. We iterate every path of tree
from root to leaf nodes, until we ﬁnd a path hroot; a:(+m; n),    , ln:(+p; q)i containing
all items in the head table. The transactions containing fa;    ; lng form the unavoidable
transactions of the preﬁx px. Since we only need to know the numbers of positive and
negative unavoidable transactions to compute UB(px), we can simply get them from the
attached support information (+p; q) of the leaf node ln, namely
jux(px)+j = p and jux(px) j = q
At last, we compute UB(px) as the DS upper bound of tree.
5.4 Case Studies
We have implemented the proposed technique in a prototype named MPS4 (Mining Predicated
Bug Signatures) in C++, and have experimented it with 75 faults in 5 buggy programs (i.e.,
print_tokens, Unix utilities and space interpreter) on a PC with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU
3A proof is provided at www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~suncn/mps-sup
4Available at www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~suncn/mps-sup
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3.0GHz and 8GB memory. The print_tokens is a subject in Siemens benchmark which was
developed to test the testing coverage strategies [33]. The programs grep, gzip, sed are Unix
utility programs of moderate size, and the last subject space is an interpreter for an array
deﬁnition language. The sizes of the programs range from 726 to 14,427.
Table 5.5: Benchmark Statistics
Subject LoC #Test Cases #Faults
print_tokens 726 4130 7
grep 10,068 199 12
gzip 5,680 214 16
sed 14,427 360 9
space 6,199 13585 31
total 75
Each subject program has multiple versions and each version has a diﬀerent bug. Table 5.5
shows the detail of these programs, including names in column Subject, size in column LoC,
number of test cases in column #Test Cases, and number of faults per subject in column
#Faults. The CBI sampler5 is used to instrument programs to collect data predicates.
We compare MPS with LEAP [18] in two modes: inter-procedural signature mining and
intra-procedural signature mining. In the ﬁrst mode, a bug signature is identiﬁed over
the whole program, and the items in each generator in a signature can span across multiple
functions. In the latter mode, the signature mining is performed repeatedly for each function,
and the top-k signatures are retained among all the signatures. Diﬀerent from the ﬁrst
mode, items in a generator in such a signature must reside within the same function. Thus,
in our case studies, we have four signature mining algorithms, i.e., mps-inter, mps-intra,
leap-inter and leap-intra, and use them to identify the top-1 bug signature. For MPS, we
set the parameters neg_sup = 0:56 and size_limit = 2. Our experiments show that MPS
outperforms LEAP in both modes, in terms of its mining speed and the quality of signatures
5http://research.cs.wisc.edu/cbi/
6To ease the explanation, we use relative support instead of absolute support.
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discovered.
Our case studies are designed as follows: 1) We conduct an objective comparison between
discriminative signiﬁcance values of the top-1 signatures produced by MPS and LEAP, thus
measuring their ability in contrasting faulty executions from correct ones. 2) we measure
the quality of mined bug signatures (in assisting in locating bug in a program) by computing
the proximity of the signature to the actual bug. 3) we present the statistics of runtime.
5.4.1 Objective Comparison with LEAP
A signature with higher discriminative signiﬁcance indicates a higher correlation with the
faulty executions, namely, it appears in more faulty executions yet fewer correct executions.
As such, the signature may carry more predictive power in highlighting the bug. Thus,
in this experiment, we use information gain (IG) as an objective metric to evaluate the
performance of MPS and LEAP. Speciﬁcally, we measure the absolute improvement of MPS
over LEAP in terms of IG scores of top-1 signatures, which is deﬁned as (IGMPS  IGLEAP).
IG is widely used in information theory and machine learning [63]. For example, it is used
to measure the change in information entropy from a prior state to a state that takes some
information; in general classiﬁcation algorithm, it is used to measure the eﬀectiveness of
features in classifying un-labeled examples. More importantly, in fault localization research,
Lucia et al. have shown that IG is one of the best metrics in localizing bugs in [51]. Alter-
natively, we can also use discriminative signiﬁcance DS, instead of IG, in our comparison.
Regardless of which of these two is used, the experiment outcomes are similar.
Table 5.6 shows the improvement of MPS over LEAP in diﬀerent mode combinations. The
ﬁrst column indicates the modes of MPS and LEAP; the second and the third columns
list the mean and the median of the absolute improvement. We also performed Wilcoxon
signed-rank test for each combination, which yielded (p < 0:0001) throughout. Thus the
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Table 5.6: Improvement in Information Gain of MPS
mean median p
mps-inter v.s. leap-inter 0.25 0.13 < 0:0001
mps-inter v.s. leap-intra 0.26 0.19 < 0:0001
mps-intra v.s. leap-inter 0.24 0.14 < 0:0001
mps-inter v.s. leap-intra 0.25 0.19 < 0:0001
improvement is statistically signiﬁcant.
The improvement is due to the following reasons. First, the pruning technique used in
MPS is based on the sound upper bound of DS (cf. Theorem 5.3.1), whereas the pruning
heuristics of LEAP are unsafe. Second, the predicates used in MPS provide more information
on program states for characterizing bugs, especially useful for those which do not lead to
any control-ﬂow deviation from correct executions.
5.4.2 Proximity to Actual Bug
In this section, we measures the distance between the actual bug in the program and the
signature mined. It aims to determine how far should the programmer go beyond the
signature to localize the bug. The measurement method is similar to the computation of
score described in [65, 22] and the proximity evaluation in Section 4.4.1 in the previous
chapter. Speciﬁcally, the distance measure is performed on the program dependence graph
(PDG) of the faulty version of the program. Given the actual bug and a signature, we
identify all the corresponding nodes in the PDG signifying the actual bug and the signature.
Let’s denote the bug node by b and the latter set of signature nodes by S respectively.
Let k(n; e) be the set of nodes that are reachable in PDG from n within the distance
e. Through this, we determine the minimum distance d(n) between any node n in the
signature (S) and the node b for the actual bug. Diﬀerent from the approach in [65, 22] and














































































































































































































































































path connecting a node n in S and the bug b, we relax the directional constraint of path to
undirected, as the information carried in predicates enables programmers to reason bugs in
an undirected way. For example, the following code snippet is extracted from print_tokens,
and the bug is the misplacement of case 32. MPS outputs a signature containing a predicate
(cu_state == 32) right after the statement (cu_state = next_st). There is no directed
dependency path from case 32 to the predicate location. However, with this predicate, we
know that next_st is also 32, and this variable can directly lead the execution to reach the
bug point. Thus the undirected path between cu_state and case 32 via next_st provides a
good clue for debugging.
1 next_st = ...;
2 switch(next_st) {
3 ...
4 case 32: ... // bug is "case 32"
5 ...
6 }
7 cu_state = next_st;
8 // a signature here: cu_state == 32





to represent the maximum number of nodes/locations in the program a programmer has to
examine, starting from node n in the signature. If d(n) = 0, the actual bug falls in the
signature, and the number of nodes a programmer needs to examine is simply the size of
the signature itself.
The fewer nodes a programmer must examine when locating a bug, the better the quality
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of the signature. This proximity is expressed as a fraction of the PDG:
X = 1  jN jjPDGj
We used codesurfer to compute the PDG of the buggy program, and compute the values of
X for each of the signatures. Table 5.7 shows the proximity results for each program subject.
Columns 2–7 list the median and columns 8–13 list the mean. These two column sets have
the same structure, so we elaborate how to interpret the median columns. Columns 2 and
3 are the medians of the top-1 signatures produced by leap-inter and leap-intra. Column 4
is the median for mps-inter and Column 5 is the relative improvement of mps-inter over the
best proximity value of leap-inter and leap-intra, i.e.,
mps-inter max(leap-inter; leap-intra)
max(leap-inter; leap-intra)
Columns 6 and 7 can be interpreted similarly only except they list the median of mps-intra
and its relative improvement over LEAP.
Overall, the improvement ranges from 11.7% to 1559.6%. In particular, the medians of leap-
inter and leap-intra for the space subject are both zero: Since the number of proﬁles of space
is large (i.e., 13585), each proﬁle is also a big graph and sub-graph isomorphism checking
used in LEAP is NP-complete, thus making leap-inter not able to terminate. In the case of
leap-intra, due to the unsafe pruning heuristics in LEAP, it usually produces no signatures
for space. We performed Wilcoxon signed-rank one-tail test between MPS and LEAP, and
validated that the improvement of MPS is statistically signiﬁcant with (p < 0:001).
Moreover, it is interesting to see that signatures produced by leap-intra and leap-inter are
comparable in proximity, so are mps-intra and mps-inter. As demonstrated in the following
section, intra-procedural mining is signiﬁcantly faster than inter-procedural mining, hence in
practice, mps-intra can be used ﬁrst to get quick diagnostic information. If the information
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Table 5.8: Runtime Statistics (in seconds)
subject mps-inter leap-inter impr. mps-intra leap-intra impr.
print_tokens 50.32 76.38 51.79% 11.45 27.51 140.46%
grep 18.79 77.28 311.18% 0.30 38.75 12800%
gzip 131.44 31.71 -75.88% 1.55 28.29 1722.4%
sed 82.30 104.94 27.51% 5.66 51.31 806.30%
space 781.40 – – 6.93 208.37 2900.1%
is not enough, mps-inter can be invoked to provide alternative signatures.
5.4.3 Eﬃciency
Table 5.8 displays the runtimes of the four miners. The fourth column impr. lists the
relative performance improvement of mps-inter over leap-inter, and the last column impr.
lists the improvement of mps-intra over leap-intra. It shows clearly that except for gzip in
inter-procedural mode, MPS is much superior to both the LEAP variants in terms of speed;
furthermore, mps-intra is signiﬁcantly faster than the other three by 140.46% – 12800%.
5.4.4 A Debugging Session for sed
This section describes how we use MPS to debug a fault in the sed program. The bug is at
line 4, where the operator <= should be < instead. This bug causes the program to read
the terminating null-character ‘\0’ of the input string, an unexpected behavior.
The bug happens when users provide a sed command via the command option ‘-e’ and
(prog.cur == prog.end). The program is safe if the command is stored in a ﬁle speciﬁed
with the command option ‘-f’. MPS outputs a signature including two predicates for this
bug:
(ch < 1) at line 5, and (opt == ’e’) at line 16
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1 static int inchar () {
2 if (prog.cur) {
3 //bug: ’<=’ should be ’<’
4 if (prog.cur <= prog.end)
5 ch = *prog.cur++;
6 } else if (prog.file) {
7 if (!feof(prog.file))
8 ch = getc(prog.file);
9 }




14 int main(int argc , char* argv []) {
15      
16 while ((opt = getopt_long (...)) != EOF) {
17 switch(opt) {
18 case ’e’: compile_string (...); break;
19 case ’f’: compile_file (...); break;
20      
Figure 5.7: A Bug in sed
These two precisely captures the context under which the bug manifests itself. In contrast,
LEAP outputs a signature containing four branches in a function, of which three conditions
involve the character returned by inchar(). However, all these branches are far from the
bug location, and not related to the bug. Worse still, that inchar() is intensively used in
that function, and it is diﬃcult to ﬁgure out the diﬀerence between calls in the signature
and the other calls. In terms of discriminative signiﬁcance, the MPS signature appears in 0
correct and 18 faulty executions with DS = 0:28, whereas the LEAP signature appears in
149 correct and 13 faulty executions with DS = 0:01.
5.4.5 A Debugging Session for tcas
The following describes a debugging session we conducted with MPS on the Siemens bench-
mark. In version 3 of tcas program, the function alt_sep_test has a bug at line 7, where
the operator || should be &&, shown in Figure 5.8. The bug manifests in the following two
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1 bool Two_of_Three_Reports_Valid; // global
2 int Other_RAC; // global
3 int alt_sep_test () {
4      
5 bool tcas_equipped =( Other_Capacity ==1);
6 bool intent_not_known=
7 Two_of_Three_Reports_Valid ||
8 (Other_RAC ==0);//bug: ’||’ should be ’&&’
9      
10 if(enabled &&
11 (( tcas_equipped && intent_not_known)
12 || !tcas_equipped )) {
13      
14 alt_sep = 1;
15      
16 }
17 void main(int argc , char* argv []) {
18      
19 Two_of_Three_Reports_Valid = atoi(argv [3]);
20 Other_RAC = atoi(argv [10]);
21      
22 }
Figure 5.8: A Bug in Version 3 of tcas
scenarios, when the boolean variable intent_not_known is incorrectly assigned with value
true instead of false:
1. Two_of_Three_Reports_Valid == 0 and Other_RAC == 0
2. Two_of_Three_Reports_Valid == 1 and Other_RAC 6= 0
MPS outputs a signature containing two predicates:
1. (Other_RAC  Two_of_Three_Reports_Valid) after line 20
2. (alt_sep == tcas_equipped) after line 14
The following is our process to diagnose the bug. As alt_sep has been assigned with 1 at
line 14, tcas_equipped must be 1 (as observed from the second predicate of the signature).
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In order for the execution to reach the statement at line 14, the test at the if statement
at lines 11 and 12 must be true. Since tcas_equipped is known to be true, we therefore
infer that intent_not_known must be true. At this point, we can ask if it is reasonable to
set alt_sep to 1 when the "intent is not known". If it is reasonable, we can continue our
investigation to check when intent_not_known is set to true. Based on the assignment to
intent_not_known at line 6, the fact that intent_not_known must be true, and the ﬁrst
predicate in the signature, we can infer that in faulty proﬁles Two_of_Three_Reports_Valid
and (Other_RAC== 0) cannot be true at the same time, and then question if it is reasonable
to set intent_not_known to true in this situation. We thus arrive at the source of the bug.
On the other hand, for this version, LEAP outputs a large subgraph containing 21 basic
blocks in functions main, alt_sep_test and another two, many of which do not help, but act
as deterrence to the debugging process, in our opinion. Lastly, in terms of discriminative
signiﬁcance, the signature obtained from LEAP is contained in 0 correct and 10 faulty
proﬁles and its DS is 0.0403, whereas ours appears in 1 correct and 19 faulty proﬁles with
DS = 0:08.
5.4.6 Threats to Validity
As an empirical study, our experimental results are subject to two threats to validity. First,
threats to construct validity concern whether the metrics used in the evaluation of MPS are
proper. In this chapter, we use information gain and proximity to measure the performance
of MPS. The ﬁrst one has been shown to be a good metric for fault localization in [51], and
the second one is also widely used in debugging research projects. Both metrics are objective.
The ﬁrst one characterizes the capability of signatures in contrasting faulty executions from
correct ones. The latter one mimics the developers’ behavior in debugging, measuring the
eﬀort required to ﬁgure out the cause of the bug starting from the mined signatures.
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With regard to the concern that our results might not generalize to broader population
of programs, we note that our algorithm assumes that the manifestation of a bug is highly
correlated with a set of predicates; the applicability of this assumption to buggy programs in
general is commonly accepted by the research community. As far as scalability is concerned,
the runtime performance of mps-inter may degrade with large sets of proﬁles. However
mps-intra is not aﬀected much and can output signatures of comparable quality.
5.4.7 Limitation
There are mainly three types of limitations of our work on bug signature identiﬁcation. The
ﬁrst limitation is that to initiate our technique we need a test suite to run the program to
collect proﬁles recording the runtime program states, and there should be at least one test
case triggering the bug. In order to obtain a precise bug signature, the test suite should
diversify the behaviors of the buggy program, thus aiding to the discovery of discriminative
information between the correct and the faulty sets of executions.
Second, the information we collect at runtime is an approximate of the runtime states, as
we aggregate the information into a binary value. Taking Chapter 5 as an example, we only
record whether a predicate is observed to be true at runtime. If two predicates p1 and p2 in
a function f appear in the same proﬁle, that does not imply p1 and p2 are observed to be
true at the same time. It is possible that p1 is true and p2 is false at the ﬁrst invocation to f ,
whereas p1 is false and p2 is true at the second invocation. From the proﬁle, we only see that
both p1 and p2 are true, and our approach assumes that p1 and p2 are true at the same time.
Another constraint in this category is that we track the relations between two variables or
between variables and constants, instead of tracking the exact values of variables. Therefore
we may miss predicting bugs caused by a certain value of a variable.
Lastly, the type of the collected information may be limited. The current instrumentation
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scheme may not generalize to all types of bugs. As of now, we only use four types of data
predicates to characterize program behaviors. But we can overcome this by extending the
scheme. For example, in order to characterize bugs related to ﬂoating-point types, we can
add more types of predicate capturing the information of ﬂoating-point variables.
5.5 Chapter Conclusion
Understanding program bugs invariably involves reasoning through sequences of program
states, which are typically represented by both data predicates and conditions (for directing
control ﬂow). Identifying appropriate data predicates that represent either causes or eﬀects
of a bug automatically is a non-trivial task. Speciﬁcally, it can be challenging to extend the
current control-ﬂow based signature (generated by LEAP) to include such predicates.
In this chapter, we propose a novel algorithm to automatically identify bug signatures con-
sisting of data predicates and control-ﬂow information. Compared to LEAP, our algorithm is
sound, as the technique employed to prune the search space is safe, in information theoretic
sense. With the presence of data predicates, the functionality of our signatures is extended
to enable developers to diagnose a class of bugs, the manifestation of which does not trigger
any deviation in control-ﬂow transitions from correct executions, and thus cannot be de-
tected by control-ﬂow-based signatures. Although the information presented in the proﬁles





This chapter surveys related work to our studies, and we describe them in two categories:
duplicate bug report retrieval and bug signature identiﬁcation.
6.1 Duplicate Bug Report Retrieval
There have been a number of past studies that detect duplicate bug reports. We would
present them in chronological order and then elaborate the diﬀerence between our work and
theirs.
Runeson et al. perform one of the ﬁrst studies on ﬁnding duplicate bug reports [68]. They
take natural language text of bug reports and perform standard tokenization, stemming, and
stop word removal. Each bug report is then characterized as a bag of word tokens and is
modeled as a feature vector, where each feature corresponds to a word in the bug report. The
feature value in the vector is computed based on the following formula: 1+ log2(TF (word)),
while TF is the term frequency of the word. Each bug report is then compared to other bug
reports by computing the similarity of their corresponding feature vectors. Three similarity
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measures are analyzed: cosine, dice, and jaccard. Bug reports with high similarity scores are
likely to be duplicates. Their study on bug reports of Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications
show that cosine performs best and is able to detect 40% of the duplicate bug reports.
Wang et al. use another feature vector construction approach where each feature is computed
by considering both term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) of the words
in the bug reports following the formula: TF (word)  IDF (word) [84]. Furthermore, they
consider an additional source of information to measure the similarity between two bug
reports namely program execution traces. Using cosine similarity of the composite feature
vectors, they detect top-k similar reports as candidate duplicate bug reports. Their approach
could detect 67%–93% of the duplicate bug reports in their case study on a small subset of
Mozilla Firefox bug reports. They only consider a relatively small case study as bug reports
which contain execution traces are scarce.
Jalbert andWeimer propose another feature vector construction approach where each feature
is computed by the following formula: 3+ 2  log2(TF (word)) [34]. Cosine similarity is also
used to extract top-k similar reports as candidate duplicate bug reports. They also propose
a classiﬁcation technique to detect bug reports that are duplicated.
More recently, Sureka and Jalote propose an approach that consider not word tokens but
n-grams as features in a feature vector that characterizes a bug report [75]. They show that
their approach is able to detect duplicate bug reports with reasonable accuracy on a large
bug report corpus from Eclipse. No comparative study however is performed to compare
their approach with the other existing approaches.
Similarities and Diﬀerences. We address the same problem of detecting duplicate bug
reports or more accurately retrieving top-k related bug reports from a collection of bug
reports.
In Chapter 2, we propose to use a discriminative approach to detect bug reports. A Support
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Vector Machine (SVM) is used to train a model that would compute the probability of two
reports being duplicate [74]. This probability is used to detect top-k most similar reports as
candidate duplicate bug reports. The case study on bug reports from OpenOﬃce, Firefox,
and Eclipse, show that the discriminative model approach could outperform the approaches
proposed in [68, 34, 84] when only the natural language text of the bug reports is considered.
In Chapter 3, we consider natural language text of the bug reports, similar to the work
in [68, 34, 84, 74, 75]. Aside from natural language text, we also consider other categorial
features available in Bugzilla. The study by Jalbert and Weimer also considers categorial
features [34]. Diﬀerent from the work by Wang et al. [84], we ignore execution traces as
these are often not available in bug reports. Indeed, out of the many reports that we study
only a small proportion of them contain execution trace information. In this study, we have
extended one of the latest textual similarity measures in information retrieval for retrieving
structured documents namely BM25F . Lastly we show that our proposed retrieval func-
tion involving textual and categorial similarities outperforms other state-of-the-art measures
proposed in the literature, i:e:, [74, 75].
6.1.1 Other Bug Report Related Studies
Categorization of bug reports is investigated by Anvik et al. [5], Cubranic and Murphy [23],
Pordguski et al [62], and Francis et al. [27]. In [5, 23], this categorization is used to assign
bug reports to the right developers. A study on predicting the severity of bug reports is
performed by Menzies and Marcus [55]. Bettenburg et al. extract stack traces, codes, and
patches from textual bug reports [12]. Ko and Myers investigate the diﬀerences between bug
reports and feature requests [41].
Anvik et al. perform an empirical study on the characteristics of bug repositories including
the number of reports that a person submitted and the proportion of diﬀerent resolutions [6].
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Sandusky et al. study the statistics of duplicate bug reports [69]. Hooimeijer and Weimer
develop a model to predict bug report quality [31]. Bettenburg et al. survey developers
of Eclipse, Mozilla, and Apache to study what developers care most in a bug report [10].
Bettenburg et al. later show that duplicate bug reports might be useful [11]. Duplicate bug
reports could potentially provide diﬀerent perspectives to the same bug potentially enabling
developers to better ﬁx the bug in a faster amount of time. Still there is a need to detect
bug reports that are duplicate of one another.
6.2 Bug Signature Identiﬁcation
This section surveys four lines of research closely related to our work, i:e: bug signature
mining, fault localization, graph mining and discriminative pattern mining.
Bug Signature Mining. RAPID by Hsu et al. [32] utilizes BIDE [83] to discover bug sig-
natures as longest common subsequences from a multi-set of sequences of suspicious program
elements in the faulty execution traces. These longest common subsequences are sorted by
their lengths and output as bug signature. Cheng et al. [18] extend RAPID by replacing
sequences of program elements by corresponding behavior graphs. They employ a top-k
discriminative graph mining algorithm, based on LEAP, to mine bug signatures. They have
shown that their approach outperforms RAPID.
In Chapter 4, we emphasize the succinctness and accuracy of bug signature and eﬃciency of
signature detection by leveraging the unique characteristics of software behavior graphs and
reducing graph mining problem to customized item-set generator mining, we successfully
show that our method attains scalability while ensuring succinctness and accuracy.
In Chapter 5, we introduce predicated bug signatures by incorporating data predicates.
This further extends the ability of bug signatures to capture more bug scenarios than solely
control-ﬂow-based signatures, e.g. those by MBS and LEAP.
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Fault Localization. A closely related and active research direction is that of pinpointing
the location of bugs given failure. The approach can be categorized into spectrum-based
and model-based fault localization. In the spectrum-based approaches program proﬁles or
spectra obtained from failed and correct executions are analyzed [89, 39, 1, 65, 46, 22, 48,
7, 8, 91, 35, 21]. Model based approaches build formal models of a program and perform
logical reasoning on the models [30, 54, 25]. Some of the spectrum-based fault localization
techniques include comparing a failed execution with the nearest correct execution [65],
ﬁnding minimum state diﬀerences [89] and predicates that are correlated with failures [46,
91, 48], ranking program elements based on their “suspiciousness", such as Tarantula [39]
and Ochiai [3], and reducing confounding bias in statistical debugging metrics [29, 9].
Our approach is more closely related to Spectrum-based approach. We however derive
minimal bug signatures to capture the locations of the bug or its manifestation. We adapt
the metric used in [65, 22] to determine the proximity of a signature to a bug from the
program’s PDG. In addition, we devise new metric to measure the relevancy of such a
signature to a bug. Moreover, our technique is orthogonal to those in [29, 9], and the
performance can be further improved by adopting these techniques to reduce the control
and data ﬂow dependence confounding bias.
Discriminative Pattern Mining. Hong et al. mine discriminative itemset patterns based
on information gain in [19]. They later scale-up the approach further by introducing a
mining procedure that fuses the mining and ﬁltering process [20]. Nijssen et al. employ a
constraint solver to scale up the mining of discriminative itemset further [60]. Lee et al.,
Lo et al., and Kim et al. mine discriminative patterns from sequences in various formats
in [43, 49, 40, 50]. Yan et al. mine discriminative subgraph patterns [86] which is later
extended by Cheng et al. [18] to mine bug signatures. Jin et al. employ an evolutionary
algorithm to mine discriminative subgraph patterns [37].
Diﬀerent from the above studies, in this thesis we apply information theory to discovery of
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discriminative software behavior in terms of control ﬂow elements or predicates. that could





The prevalence of bugs in software systems has made software bug management an impor-
tant aspect in software life cycle. Eﬀective and eﬃcient management can not only alleviate
developers’ burden in developing and maintaining software, but also save time and ﬁnancial
cost for organizations. In this thesis, we present several solutions to problems in bug man-
agement, i.e., duplicate bug report retrieval and bug signature identiﬁcation. Moreover, all
our solutions are based on discriminative analysis. In general, for each problem, we analyze
the historical data, and partition them into two classes positive and negative according to the
characteristics of the problem. After contrasting the two classes, we get the discriminative
diﬀerence, which is used as the solution or for building the solution.
The two problems we address here correspond to two serial activities in software life cycle:
reporting bugs and ﬁxing bugs.
Bug tracking systems enable end users to notify developers of the bugs they encountered, and
eventually leading improvement in software quality. However, such activities, if not properly
coordinated, can lead to bug report management challenge. Speciﬁcally, triagers are faced
with managing a mountain of reports submitted by users, and have diﬃculty identifying
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duplicate reports. One of the solutions to this problem is thus to retrieve similar reports
from the bug repository for each new report, enabling a triager to determine if the new
report is indeed not a duplicate.
When developers start diagnosing reported bugs, it will be a blessing to have some tools to
help them identify bugs in the programs. There have been considerable automatic debug-
ging approaches proposed in recent years, and one of them is bug signature identiﬁcation
capturing contextual information for a bug under which the bug manifests.
For the ﬁrst problem of duplicate bug report retrieval, we propose two approaches to im-
proving the retrieval accuracy of duplicate reports. The two techniques share the same
characteristics, that is, we use machine learning techniques to automatically learn a re-
trieval function measuring the similarity of two bug reports, rather than handcraft one. The
learning is done by contrasting pairs of duplicate reports from pairs of non-duplicate reports,
namely, in a discriminative model manner.
In Chapter 2, we argue that the degree of the importance of terms in summary and descrip-
tion ﬁelds should not be manually speciﬁed, but be inferred from the existing reports in bug
repository via learning techniques. In Chapter 3, we propose an enhanced retrieval function
REP , consisting of a better textual similarity component based on BM25F retrieval mea-
sure and several other components characterizing the similarity of non-textual ﬁelds, such as
project, component and report type. The case studies show that our techniques outperform
simple similarity measures, i.e., vector space model. By retrieving top-20 similar reports,
71–78% of the duplicate reports in real-world software projects can be correctly identiﬁed.
For the second problem, we propose two solutions to bug signature identiﬁcation.
In Chapter 4, we mine control-ﬂow-based signatures, which are sub-graphs of the static
control-ﬂow graphs, capturing the cause or eﬀect of bugs. We prove that the NP-complete
sub-graph isomorphism checking in this problem can be reduced to subset inclusion checking
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which can be implemented in linear time. Hence the complex graph mining problem can be
reduce to a simpler itemset mining. Also we propose two desired properties inclusiveness and
succinctness to require signatures cover the bug without irrelevant or redundant information
in an information-theoretic way. The empirical result shows signiﬁcant improvement – in
comparison with related work – in both the accuracy of the bug signatures produced (with
relative improvement up to 1578%), and the time eﬃciency of the mining task 225–2939
times faster.
In Chapter 5, we propose the notion “predicated bug signatures”, which does not only contain
control-ﬂow information, but also data predicates capturing the program states at runtime.
From the case studies, with the presence of data predicates, the functionality of our signa-
tures is extended to enable developers to diagnose a class of bugs, the manifestation of which
does not trigger any deviation in control-ﬂow transitions from correct executions, and thus





For duplicate bug report retrieval problem, we are investigating the indexing technique
to speed up the retrieval process. Currently, the retrieval is performed by scanning each
report in the repository, which will slow down if the repository contains a large number of
reports. Diﬀerent from existing search engine systems where a query is un-structured and
usually short with several terms, the query in duplicate report retrieval is structured with
multiple ﬁelds and can be lengthy. These diﬀerences bring challenges and also optimization
opportunities for instant duplicate report retrieval.
For bug signature identiﬁcation, we have two future directions. First, in Chapter 4, the
signatures mined can be disjoint, and it will be interesting to see whether connected sig-
natures can further improve the predictive power of bug signatures. Imposing connectivity
constraint on signatures requires a new mining algorithm. Since all the elements in a signa-
ture should be connected, the search space of this new problem is much smaller than that of
control-ﬂow signatures, namely in the former space, all disjoint patterns are ﬁltered away.
Second, We are in the process of developing a debugging environment that assists program-
mers in inferring the cause of bugs from the data predicates present in signatures. As we
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deﬁne a signature as the cause or eﬀect of a bug, the signature may not pinpoint the exact
location of its bug but the manifestation. Thus we plan to incorporate the information of
programs and employ program analysis techniques (i.e. slicing [82]) to automatically infer
the cause.
There are two research questions we plan to address.
1. How can proﬁles help improving the precision of slicing?
As we mine bug signatures from proﬁles, and proﬁles record the runtime behaviors
of programs (executed statements/basic blocks, taken branches, evaluated predicates,
etc.,), we can perform the slicing on the proﬁles, diﬀerent from classical static slicing
on program code. This diﬀerence can boost the precision of slicing as the part of
program which is not executed at runtime is pruned away.
However, this slicing is also diﬀerent from dynamic slicing. In dynamic slicing, the
execution trace with necessary data information is recorded from the beginning of
the execution to the end, which is usually very long due to looping. In contrast, a
proﬁle aggregates the whole trace into a ﬁnite-sized graph for each execution. This
abstraction signiﬁcantly lowers the proﬁling and signature-mining overhead, but may
have an impact on the precision of slicing.
2. How can multiple bug signatures be used to locate the cause?
We usually get top-k bug signatures for a buggy program, can we utilize these signa-
tures to better infer the cause of the bug? Do they share common characteristics yet
with diﬀerences, and these diﬀerences describe the bug from diﬀerent perspectives?
This is the other question we will explore in the future.
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